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I dedicate this writing to my two children, Rökkvi Þór and Katrín Sólveig. I hope that
they meet only good teachers in their lifetime.





Abstract

The national curriculum for the Icelandic secondary schools from 2011 (and its sec-
ond edition from 2012) emphasizes student participation and democracy, but the
document does not provide specific instructions to achieve this. To be able to im-
plement this main pillar of the national curriculum, concrete ways are needed for
teachers to encourage student participation. In this thesis, an argument is made for
a method, inspired by software engineering practices intertwined with educational
science, that supports student participation of many kinds. The method focuses on
teachers working across disciplines, tending to their own professionalism and foster-
ing an attitude of responsiveness to and acceptance of the complexity of students
and their needs.

Útdráttur

Í aðalnámskrá framhaldsskóla á Íslandi frá 2011 (og annarri útgáfu hennar frá 2012)
er lögð rík áhersla á þátttöku nemenda og lýðræði en þeim tilmælum mennta- og
menningarmálaráðuneytis sem í því felast fylgja engar leiðbeiningar. Til þess að
nám og kennsla geti hvílt á þessari stoð í aðalnámskrá þurfa að vera til leiðir sem
kennarar geta tileinkað sér til þess að efla þátttöku nemenda. Í þessari ritsmíð er
aðferðafræði úr hugbúnaðargerð tvinnuð saman við kennslufræði til þess að búa til
haldbæra aðferð þar sem meta á að verðleikum margs konar þátttöku nemenda.
Aðferðin snýst um að kennarar vinni á þverfaglegan máta með öðrum og ekki síst
nemendum að skipulagi náms, hlúi að eigin fagmennsku og tileinki sér viðmót sem
einkennist af móttækileika og viðurkenningu á margbreytileika nemenda og þeirra
þarfa.
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Preface

Although the audience of this document is Icelandic secondary school teachers, the
thesis is in English. One of the thesis advisors comes from Germany, and could
therefore advise very little if the writing were in Icelandic. Most of the research
cited, however, is in English, so to get acquainted with the theory behind the writing
a firm understanding of the educational lexicon in English is needed anyway.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Problem

In the national curriculum for secondary schools there are listed nine key compe-
tencies. Looking closely at them a theme emerges, student participation is central
to them all. Secondary schools are free to design courses the way they see fit to
adhere to the national curriculum, and there are no guidelines that teachers can
look to from the government. With this freedom comes the responsibility to struc-
ture courses and daily lessons in a way that satisfies the regulations, encourages
participation of students and is conducive to successful teaching and learning.

1.2. Motivation

A reason to get acquainted with a new teaching method is to benefit the students.
Student participation is the main theme and goal of the method presented here, their
efforts and input influence the way a course progresses. The method also encourages
teachers’ own professional development and collaboration. Because maintaining pro-
fessionalism is beneficial to both student and teacher, and the teachers’ collaboration
leads to a more context rich experience for the students which is in accordance with
the preferred learning outcomes of the national curriculum.

1.3. The Solution

The aim of this thesis is to make agile software development, a popular software
engineering methodology, available to professionals in education. Agile methodol-
ogy has become increasingly popular since its arrival in the early 2000’s, and its
applications could be beneficial in other sectors than software development. It is
a process for creating a valuable software products, but in the case of education
the project is more service-oriented. To tie agile methods to educational sciences
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1. Introduction

it was apparent that the similarities between social constructivism and agile were
undeniable. The product of this thesis is the agile educational method, sometimes
just referred to as the method in this thesis. Key features of the method are contin-
uous communication, active participation of stakeholders, incorporating feedback,
and being responsive, which are all important features of both agile methodology
and social constructivist approaches in education. These are all also valued in the
national curriculum of Icelandic secondary schools, where student participation is
regarded as invaluable but in practice turns out to be underutilized. So to empower
teachers in creating a learner-centered atmosphere, where participation is not only
valued but needed, this thesis provides a handbook.

1.4. The Thesis Structure

The thesis is laid out in here in chapter 1 and set up in chapter 2 by first giving
some background and theoretical grounding, leading with what agile is and means
and what alternatives exist. The introduction to agile methods in this chapter is
somewhat the same as in the handbook, because each piece requires the readers
understanding of, and familiarity with them. The problem of combining teaching
and learning with software engineering required some specific school of thought,
a concrete theory to work with. That is why the background section leads to an
analysis on constructivism, and the educational application of social constructivism.
Moving along from the philosophy behind the work, the topic becomes what learn-
ing outcomes are, and how to assess students’ progress in an agile way. Knowing
why this educational approach was chosen, and knowing the foundation, it is then
apt to introduce action research and its application. This should give the reader
the educational theoretical background I’m grounding my work in, but there are
other fields of study that have influenced this project, namely the psychology of
communication, the reasons behind teacher development, and sleep research.

In chapter 3 the agile educational method is then introduced and explained. The
handbook and the third chapter share some explanations, but that is to make sure
both pieces are understandable on their own. Part of the argument for the method
in this chapter is from interviews conducted with three secondary school teachers in
Iceland. The transcripts can be found in appendix A.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to discussion; both about my thoughts on the literature and
method, and on what could come of this project and what sort of software would
be ideal to use alongside the method. The last section of that chapter introduces
the handbook’s structure, the handbook itself can be found in appendix B and in
Skemman.
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2. Background

This thesis is grounded in research in a number of fields. I find that although the
topics range from software, to philosophy and neurology they are interconnected
when applied to education.

2.1. Software Engineering

In this section the spotlight is first on explaining what agile methodology is and then
dissecting critique it has received. After introducing agile as an ideology some of its
more prominent implementations are looked at. These implementations, or flavors,
are mentioned to deepen the reader’s understanding of how agile methods have
been realized. However no one implementation was chosen for the agile educational
method however. The broadest understanding of the core of agile was used for that
purpose. More on the reasoning behind that decision is found in chapter 4.1. Agile
is not the only methodology in software development, and it is worth mentioning
other types of software engineering methods to emphasize why I thought agile made
a good fit for education.

2.1.1. Agile

Agile is a software development philosophy of valuing interactions, people and work-
ing products that are delivered continuously, over valuing plans, tools, negotiation
and documentation. This philosophy aims at getting valuable software products to
its customers, and collaboration and interactions with them are held in high regard.
In figure 2.2 the core of the agile methodology is shown. The manifesto was written
in 2001 by seventeen men, all working in software in some capacity, who agreed on
those four cornerstones and the twelve principles.

Agile methods are based on iterative cycles where software projects are delivered
under constraints while still allowing for flexibility (Philbin, 2015). In figure 2.1
the iterative nature of agile processes is shown. These iterations are usually called
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2. Background

sprints and there is a specific framework around how the sprints function. They
have a beginning where the team meets for planning, they then meet daily to give
short progress reports and the sprint ends with a retrospective meeting. Some
agile software development methods implement the flow of the sprint differently but
for the agile educational method all three meetings are essential. While there are
many different agile software development methods, however, at their core, all agile
methods are about creating software through teamwork, where the customer, and
communication with them, is at the center. The development team self-organizes
and delegates work according to team members’ capability. The team members
reflect on their work, both to improve the product by reiterating (or refactoring)
and also to improve themselves and the teamwork. A sustainable pace is set to
create what is asked for in the allotted time, no more or less.

Figure 2.1: The usual workflow of agile software development is to always work in
increments, iteratively (Groh, 2016).

The following are key concepts from agile literature that found their way into the
agile educational method, as described in more detail in chapter 3.

• A story is a definition of a certain usage of the software that needs to be
implemented. Stories cannot be broken down any further and are evaluated
at some "cost", usually the necessary development effort, which is decided in
planning.

• The backlog is a list of requirements (usually expressed in the form of stories)
that are yet to be implemented (built into the system). When a story has
been completely implemented it is removed from the backlog. The backlog is
a sorted, prioritized collection of stories.

• A milestone is a major progress point, which signifies the end of a certain
activity.

4



2.1. Software Engineering

• A sprint. Work is divided into iterations called sprints. The duration of
a sprint is a fixed amount of time (usually one to four weeks in software
development). There is a rhythm to a sprint. It starts out with a planning
meeting, daily stand up meetings, and ends with a retrospective meeting.
The development team members divide among themselves the work that the
product owner (see below) decided was to be completed this sprint.

• A visual board or a task board is a visual aid. It is a tool where the current
sprint’s tasks, for each team member, are visually represented in columns. The
tasks are moved along the columns e.g. to-do - doing - done. The reasoning
is to get a visual feeling for all the work being done by each member.

The following are different roles that have gained popularity in agile literature and
practice:

• The development team consists of the essential people who are creating the
software. The team is self-organizing such that each person gets work suitable
for their pace and skillset. Some agile software development methods require
a customer representative to be on the team.

• The product owner is a person responsible for the product. They decide
what the focus of each sprint should be, maintains the backlog, and choose
which items from the backlog go into the sprint.

• The customer is the reason the work is being done. According to agile phi-
losophy, their voice is the most important one and a continuous conversation
needs to be maintained in order to satisfy their needs. The focus of the con-
versation is to get information¸ about requirements and priorities from the
customer.

There has been considerable discussion in the academic community on what exactly
constitutes the core of agile methods - a discussion that in part also shaped which
practices were adopted for the agile educational method. A critical look at the agile
methodology has been done by Meyer (2014) where each part of agile was scrutinized.
In tables 3.4 & 3.5 the praiseworthy parts of agile are presented. The good and
brilliant parts in Meyer’s mind are all, except for the most software engineering
specific, incorporated in the agile educational method. The parts Meyer thinks are
bad or have gotten ill-deserved attention are in tables 3.1-3.3 along with notes on
how they translate into an educational context.
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2. Background

 

 Agile Manifesto 
 

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it.  
Through this work we have come to value: 

 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
Working software over comprehensive documentation 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
Responding to change over following a plan 

 
 

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more. 
 

 

12 Principles 
 

 

Our highest priority is to satisfy the 
customer through early and continuous 
delivery of valuable software. 
 
  

Working software is the primary 
measure of progress. 

 

Welcome changing requirements, even 
late in development. Agile processes 
harness change for the customer's 
competitive advantage. 

  

Agile processes promote sustainable 
development. The sponsors, developers, 
and users should be able to maintain a 
constant pace indefinitely. 
 

 

Deliver working software frequently, 
from a couple of weeks to a couple of 
months, with a preference to the shorter 
timescale. 
  

Continuous attention to technical 
excellence and good design enhances 
agility. 

 

Business people and developers must 
work together daily throughout the 
project. 
 
  

Simplicity--the art of maximizing the 
amount of work not done--is essential. 

 

Build projects around motivated 
individuals. Give them the environment 
and support they need, and trust them 
to get the job done. 
  

The best architectures, requirements, 
and designs emerge from self-organizing 
teams. 

 

The most efficient and effective method 
of conveying information to and within a 
development team is face-to-face 
conversation. 
  

At regular intervals, the team reflects on 
how to become more effective, then 
tunes and adjusts its behavior 
accordingly. 

 
 

         

 

Manifesto Authors 

 
Kent Beck 

Mike Beedle 

Arie van Bennekum 

Alistair Cockburn 

Ward Cunningham 

Martin Fowler 

Robert C. Martin 

Steve Mellor 

Dave Thomas 

James Grenning 

Jim Highsmith 

Andrew Hunt 

Ron Jeffries 

Jon Kern 

Brian Marick 

Ken Schwaber 

Jeff Sutherland 

© 2001, the Agile Manifesto authors 

This declaration may be freely copied in any form, but only in its entirety through this notice. 

 

Figure 2.2: The agile manifesto and the principles of the methodology as they were
written in 2001.
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2.1. Software Engineering

In the book Rapid development (McConnell, 1996) some of the more prominent
features of agile are mentioned, such as intensive customer collaboration, rapid pro-
totyping, time-boxing, and maintaining a schedule. McConnell didn’t see value in
them in the same way as the authors of the agile manifesto, and Rapid Develop-
ment will be featured in section 2.1.2 because of his conclusions. Sarah Mei (Mei,
2018) wrote an interesting twitter thread on the power dynamics that are present
in software development under agile practices but absent in the manifesto.

With that said, the effect of each individual approach to agile development makes
all the difference. A number of agile software development methods (e.g. Crystal
(Cockburn, 2018) , Scrum (Schwaber and Sutherland, 2017) and XP (Wells, 2013))
have gained popularity in the business of software development. They were used for
consideration when creating the method, but mostly the general interpretation of
the agile manifesto itself was the basis.

2.1.2. Other Software Engineering Methodologies

The core of all agile implementations is the manifesto. The reason the manifesto
was written is because the authors saw a need to clarify where the emphasis needs
to be in software development. This section is about other methods of software
development that differ from agile in fundamental ways.

Rapid Development

This framework takes to heart the principles of planning ahead but tries to be
more flexible and responsive than predecessors. It is really a modified version of
traditional engineering practices and its only objective is to do them faster than
before (McConnell, 1996). Some of the same ideas of customer collaboration and
team work are mentioned but they are not given the same weight and importance
as in agile methods.

7



2. Background

The Waterfall Model

Figure 2.3: The Waterfall method, where each stage precedes the next in a logical
order. Never looking back (AcqNotes, 2018).

The waterfall model is a straight forward model. It gets its name from the cascading
nature of the process. First, requirements are defined with documentation, which
is done by meeting with the client. Then the system is designed, the design is
implemented and finally there is a verification process, to test if the implementation
is according to requirements, and design. Then there is just the maintenance of
the software. With such heavy up front requirements there is both a need for the
customer to know exactly what they want and for them not to change their mind
at any point. This might fit traditional engineering projects (Meyer, 2014).

2.2. Educational Theory

As already mentioned in the introduction chapter, the desire to fuse the two disci-
plines, teaching and computer science, required a specific field of educational study.
Otherwise the work would be ambiguous at best and unintelligible at worst. The ed-
ucational theory that was chosen to fit with software engineering methods was social
constructivism, because of its emphasis on communication with the student. Before
going into that section I’d like to make it clear that I take a stance of supporting
social constructivist writing and believe strongly that it should be applied in edu-
cation. How constructivists view education and social constructivists view learning
is in my mind harmonious with the educational ambitions of the national curricu-
lum. To achieve social constructivist aims it is important to look into what kinds

8



2.2. Educational Theory

of communications are conducive to a learning environment. It is not enough to say
that conversation is important. That is why an in depth look at communication is
also a topic of the social constructivism section.

Before explaining the social constructivism, it is important to get familiar with
its founding philosophy: constructivism. Only the educational aspect of it will be
looked at not the whole philosophy, but only because of relevancy and not lack of
interest.

The handbook developed in this thesis (see appendix B) is a new method for teach-
ing, therefore there is reason to delve into action research and introduce a way for
the teacher to research the effect the method has on their work. There are always
critical voices directed at teacher education programs, and those were certainly ev-
ident in the constructivist literature. What most of the criticism agreed on is that
teachers should continue to develop their skillset. Action research is encouraged
when applying the method, so there is a section both to introduce it and to argue
its merits, along with a general input on teacher development.

Ascertaining learning outcomes is a great challenge, and as such there is a need
to look further into what kinds of assessment are compatible with social construc-
tivism, agile methods, and the national curriculum. The method proposed in the
agile educational method is founded on the notion that conversations and student
participation are vital. That is why the attention will mostly be on formative as-
sessment, because of its need for student involvement, the importance of quality
feedback, and the national curriculum’s encouragement of its use. Other methods of
assessment are mentioned that could go well with the agile educational method but
they aren’t encouraged by the national curriculum and are therefore not given as
thorough a summary, but they are nevertheless mentioned because they fit with the
method. Another factor influencing assessment is sleep. The importance of sleep
cannot be understated in the development and quality of life for adolescence. There
are such vast changes happening at that stage of life that are vital to understand
and work with, not against. How to help students sleep better, encourage good
sleep patterns, and the reasoning for doing so, is a meaningful addition to the argu-
ment for the type of assessment this method requires. Some of the findings of sleep
research will be highlighted, with emphasis on the impact on adolescence and its
meaning for education and especially assessment.

2.2.1. Constructivism

Constructivism is a theory about knowledge and learning; it describes
both what "knowing" is and how one "comes to know". (Fosnot, 2005)

9



2. Background

Constructivsm is a psychological theory on how people construct meaning into
knowledge from what they experience and its application in education has been
the topic of considerable research (Fosnot, 2005). There are many different schools
of constructivism and many different resources on the implementation of construc-
tivist teaching in specific subjects. This section will be about what the broadest
definitions have had to say about education in general.

The broadest consensus of this theory is that learning is an active process and that
knowledge is constructed by the learner (Kintsch, 2009). That construction starts
in infancy and never stops. When the student arrives in the classroom their new
understanding of the subject will be constructed on a foundation of previous experi-
ences (Bransford et al., 2000). What then is the teacher to do with the students, are
their heads maybe full of nonsense? The constructivist educational aim is to pro-
mote comprehensive learning and for the student to go beyond memorizing towards
grasping a bigger picture. Biggs and Tang (2011) called this deep learning and this
can be facilitated by the teacher if they implement certain methods, ways of assess-
ing, an inclusive environment, and procedures that are conducive to constructivism
theory.

The teacher’s role is to facilitate, guide and support, not to control how learning
takes place. Their focus is on encouraging inquiry, collaboration (students’ with
each other and their own with fellow teachers) and to challenge their students’
preconceived notions of the world (Gould, 2005). Thinking about the concepts
collaboration and cooperation, as they are used in the literature, some clarification
is in order. I view them as being equal, which contradicts Pritchar and Woollard
(2010). They say that cooperation is a positive attitude towards peers and shows
itself in helpfulness, but collaboration on the other hand is where a single goal is
pursued by two or more students. In this text I will use the words interchangeably.

To give students the platform to model, discuss, and defend ideas, within a commu-
nity, is a constructivist outlook to teaching and learning (Fosnot, 2005). When the
emphasis is on how students explore various subjects it’s imperative that the teacher
is not coercive, instead upholding a tradition where exploration is encouraged and
the sociomoral atmosphere is tended to (DeVries and Zan, 2005). Sociomoral is a
concept DeVries and Zan deem vital and is in line with Donovan’s and Branford’s
ideas of the attention to the community. Without going into behaviorism, this com-
munity in the classroom should foster cooperative tendencies and be inclusive of
students modes of knowledge acquisition. However, much of the practices in Ice-
landic secondary schools focus on getting the student to accept what they are given,
when the focus should be on getting the student to participate (Hafþór Guðjónsson,
2014).

Students don’t just receive knowledge, according to constructivism, but make of it
what makes sense to them, therefore it is important to have the student involved in a
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2.2. Educational Theory

conversation (Richardson, 1995). When the students are talking, they are thinking
(Romanin, 2011). One should keep in mind the possibility that giving students
the opportunity to talk about their concerns and experiences may improve their
thinking. The student assimilates the experiences they have into knowledge through
a set of steps. They actively acquire knowledge starting in some initial state, but do
not go on a set path to some defined final state. That is to say, the teacher cannot,
in the constructivist view, set a path for the students to follow and expect them to
all end the journey with the same understanding or knowledge (Riegler, 2012).

A constructivist classroom looks different from the traditional one in a few ways.
Instruction is based on the experiences of the students and is rich in context, em-
phasis is on both factual and conceptual knowledge, and a student’s self-monitoring
is instrumental in their success. Following Donovan and Bransford, constructivist
teachers should honor the following principles (Bransford et al., 2000):

1. Engage students’ prior understanding.

2. Factual knowledge and conceptual frameworks are essential to understanding.

3. Self-monitoring is important.

In their books, How Students Learn, (Donovan and Bransford, 2005a,b,c) Donovan
and Bransford have edited a number of chapters where researchers and educators
have detailed their experience of the three principles put forth previously. It is clear
that the constructivist teacher’s role is more involved than that of the traditional
lecturer, who pours from their well of wisdom, where the students are passive recip-
ients. What are then the implications for teachers of these principles?

1. Draw out and work with preconceived notions students bring with them. The
student is not an empty vessel to be filled, but a person that acquires knowl-
edge in an active way. Their initial understanding is the foundation on which
the teacher must build or what the teacher must help challenge and replace.

2. Provide many examples of the same concept to create depth and a firm foun-
dation of factual knowledge. This implies that there are fewer items on the
agenda for the teacher to cover, but the coverage is in turn much deeper. The
teacher must, themselves, have a deep and familiar understanding of the sub-
ject matter to be able to guide discourse and apply pedagogy.
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3. Teaching metacognitive skills should be ingrained in the curriculum. They
also need to vary between subjects because they require different types of the
student’s internal dialog for them to enhance their achievements.

(Bransford et al., 2000)

2.2.2. Social Construcivism

Social constructivism is the idea that not only is learning an active process but
also one that happens in a social setting. Language plays a vital part (Gergen,
1995). Language is the most powerful tool available to the teacher but it is the
students who construct the concepts transferred to them (Glasersfeld, 2005). People
formulate their arguments from traditions of talking, so the social aspect of language
cannot be separated from the equation. Therefore the teacher’s attention should be
on logical connections made through argumentation and dialog (not monologue), in
the view of social consructivists (Shotter, 1995).

A social constructivist teacher has a double focus. One is to instruct and facili-
tate learning, the other is to observe how students interpret what they are taught.
The emphasis is on collaboration and to not let the student roam free to discover
things on their own, as that’s where their preconceived notions will hinder them in
assimilating accurate representations of the subject at hand (Hafþór Guðjónsson,
2016). A lot of learning is about grasping concepts, and the jargon, of a subject.
Understanding a concept is not an either-or but a multi-step process. Through con-
versation it becomes clear if the student has a firm grasp of a concept, on how it
connects to already established notions in their mind (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 1993).
That "conceptual change" is the essence of how learning takes place, where the
teacher gives the students experiences that lead to a process of shedding old mis-
conceptions for, hopefully, a more accurate representation of the concept, if not the
correct one (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 2016).

Now that I’ve gone into the social constructivist aspect of the teacher role, what
are the practical implications? To gain mastery of a subject the student needs
three things; have deep conceptual knowledge, to understand the facts and ideas
in context, and to organize the knowledge so that it is retrievable. Students who
gain metacognitive abilities gain control of their own learning process, become able
to set goals for themselves, and follow up on those goals (Bransford et al., 2000).
What this means for the teacher is that it is imperative to foster conversation,
tend to an atmosphere that motivates students to participate cooperatively and
work towards the goals set by the teacher. The goals in this setting are toward
student achievement, where students are aware of requirements, values and, priorities
(Pritchar and Woollard, 2010). The classroom will form it’s own culture whether
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the teacher guides it or not, so the teacher must actively guide the students towards
a learner-centered atmosphere. One of the things the teacher needs to be mindful of
is mutual respect and blocked communications. Respect for the learner cannot be
understated, because the onus is on trusting the student to participate (Bransford
et al., 2000; Brooks and Brooks, 1999).

Communication is a dynamic process that individuals use to exchange
ideas, relate experiences, make sense of situations or convey meaning,
through a variety of forms, codes and channels. (Lowrie and Higgs,
2010).

Language is a living phenomena and as such is highly contextualized. How we choose
to interact with it changes the meaning of its use. Talking is not the only way of
communicating and the different ways people express themselves with language need
to be observed. Students have to reconcile different cultures when communicating
within the classroom, how to engage with fellow students on one hand, and the
teacher and the classroom culture on the other. The teacher needs to be mindful
of this fact (Roth, 2010). How one coexists with others is what defines a person.
That is one of the innumerable reasons it is important to foster cooperative com-
munication in the classroom. A focus on the personal growth and development of
students leads to agency in their own learning (Smith and Lowrie, 2010). To build
community the students need to start talking (Bransford et al., 2000). Engaging
with vulnerable students, who are prone to stunted or blocked communications, and
emotional growth should be at the forefront for the teacher. Blocked communica-
tions are the enemy of growth and hinder the development of a culture conducive
to learning (Greenhalgh, 1994). To create a safe environment teachers must have
cultural sensitivity. (Bell, 1996). And last but not least, a reason for maintaining
good communication is because it results in students’ increased satisfaction (Jón
Haraldsson, 2015)

The most robust finding in the research literature is the effect of
teacher verbal and cognitive ability on student achievement. Every study
that has included a valid measure of teacher verbal or cognitive ability
has found that it accounts for more variance in student achievement than
any other measured characteristic of teachers (e.g., Greenwald, Hedges,
& Lane, 1996; Ferguson & Ladd, 1996; Kain & Singleton, 1996; Ehren-
berg & Brewer, 1994) (Whitehurst, 2002)

The most powerful tool a teacher has to explain concepts and help construct know-
ledge is their verbal intelligence. The implication here is that to convey meaning,
influence learning and affect student outcome the teacher needs to speak the same
language as the student and be aware of their ability to wield the language. I
would like to take this opportunity to introduce a rationalist way of talking about
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concepts, namely "tabooing your words", where in explaining a concept the person
is not allowed to use the concept’s name and even other words commonly associated
with it (Yudkowsky, 2015).

Since communication is in its nature dynamic and interactive, listening needs looking
into as well. When communicating each person brings their own thoughts and ideas
to the table (Lowrie and Higgs, 2010). The expression of a person can be enriched
or shot down by how the respondent is listening. In a study of native English
speakers, people were found to be listening at 25% of their potential, while forgetting,
distorting or misunderstanding the rest (White, 1998). Listening requires attention,
concentration, and motivation. There is such a thing as listening badly. Listening
well involves collaborating, asking for clarifications and participating (White, 1998).

2.2.3. Action Research

A primary purpose of action research is to produce practical know-
ledge that is useful to people in the everyday conduct of their lives. [...]
So action research is about working towards practical outcomes, and
also about creating new forms of understanding, since action without
reflection and understanding is blind, just as theory without action is
meaningless. (Reason and Bradbury, 2001).

With these pointed words this section starts. The goal here is to introduce the
reader to the benefits of using action research, both for professional development
and also student achievement. This section starts with an introduction to what
action research is, followed by a look into research about how it has been applied in
education, different trends in applying it, and advice for how to apply it. This section
then ends with a short input to the reason why the teacher should maintain their
academic ways of being a researcher, to prevent what happens to many educated
teachers, they teach as they were taught and not how they were taught to teach.

Action research is different from other research in that way that it is not so neatly
packed into plan, act, observe and then reflect (Zeichner, 2001). The plan is to
observe, but it is impossible to plan for what will be observable. Action research
is inherently social, a democratic process, and is focused on generating solutions
to issues people face in their communities. It is participatory, meaning that the
researcher is a part of the study and an influence. Since the essence is producing
practical solutions, the focus of each researcher should then be on quality action and
reflection, to observe that which is of consequence, to reflect in an inter-dependent
collaborative way and to balance action versus reflection (Heron and Reason, 2001;
Reason and Bradbury, 2001).
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To improve their own work a teacher must be able to reflect on it, in a professional
way, as a researcher. This in turn not only makes the teacher more professional
but also has a positive effect on student participation, which is a goal in the na-
tional curriculum (if not the main goal) (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 2011; Mennta- og
menningarmálaráðuneytið, 2012). Among benefits of action research, in an after
school program, has been an atmosphere of optimism, respect and mutual responsi-
bility (Whitmore and McKee, 2001). More importantly in the educational setting it
has been found to enable teachers to collaborate and make their experience known
and available to their peers. This helps to prevent both isolation and stagnation.
And of course that benefits the student (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 2008).

There have been struggles to define what action research is, whether it is cyclical
(emphasis on the recursive nature, where one cycle affects the next) or linear (for-
mulation and then hypothesis testing). These struggles came from academics in the
USA in the 40’s and 50’s. In the 60’s in the UK the trend was on viewing the teacher
as a researcher leading to the creation of the Collaborative Action Research Network
(CARN) that to this day is influential in its field. Australia had similar ideas as the
UK, there the model is based in critical theory and the spiral of plan - act - observe
- reflect. In the 80’s there was a reemergence of action research in North America,
where the emphasis was on case studies, collaboration between teachers (and in-
stitutions), and interactive research. Action research now traditionally includes self
study in academia, where teachers reflect on their work, especially teacher educators
(Zeichner, 2001)

There is perhaps too much optimism on how fast changes take place. Researchers
who discover solutions or just problems in social settings will find that dismantling
those practices is cumbersome to put it mildly or even outright impossible. That just
means there is a need for more researchers so that the solutions and their discussions
can be brought into the limelight. More researchers means that more people of
different backgrounds, skills, education and views work together on finding practical
solutions to social problems. Action research is not just a method to follow, but a
commitment that through practice the researcher will observe, theorize problems,
and conduct social inquiry (McTaggart, 1996). McTaggart further states that maybe
the term action research is off putting to teachers, and that is why they shy away
from it. This needn’t be a problem, because there are a number of ways to do action
research. Most important is to find a way that is suitable to each researcher’s needs
and make the findings available for others to gain from (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 2008).
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Teacher development, including the ongoing learning about how to
teach and to support student learning, is seen as the key to being a
successful teacher (Bell, 1996).

Hafþór Guðjónsson (2011) argues that reflection is needed to counter becoming ac-
customed to the position of teaching and that the teacher being a researcher is not
only possible but should be encouraged. Data is gathered with action research on
how students learn, how schools operate, and how teachers teach. This data then
becomes valuable in enacting change, positive revision in the school environment
and that leads to improving both the outcome of the students and their lives (Mills,
2000). This is therefore not a change for the sake of change, but a practical, positive
impact on the learning experience. Educators should strive to maintain professional
excellence by utilizing action research. When applying action research it is nec-
essary to form professional learning communities and those in turn influence the
organizations and students in a positive way (Stoll et al., 2006).

In light of changes that have been made to teacher education in Iceland, that teachers
at all levels require a master’s certificate, it is in order to discuss what impact teacher
education has. What is the impact of a more rigorous teacher education? Why
should a person want to develop professionally as a teacher?

Revisiting constructivism, it should be noted that as students construct their knowl-
edge so do teachers (Fosnot, 2005). Scott Alexander (2016) wrote an extensive article
about the impact on students’ achievement, and compared the average teacher to
the best-of-the-best teacher. Teacher education was not found to have a significant
effect on student outcome, although it is pleasant to see that the master’s program
in Iceland is being lauded for producing researchers who take their profession seri-
ously enough to continuously work to better themselves (Hafþór Guðjónsson, 2007).
Bell and Gilbert go into detail on why teachers might want to seek professional
development and propose a model for the development in social, professional, and
personal areas. The reason they address all three of these issues, and not just the
professional one, is that being a successful teacher means being in a social setting
and it is interlinked with being a successful human being (Bell, 1996).

2.2.4. Assessment

Learning outcomes can best be defined as statements of what a learner
knows, understands and is able to do after completion of learning (The
European Center for the Development of Vocational Training, 2009)
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What should be assessed? So-called higher order thinking skills; analysis, eval-
uation, creation, logic and reasoning, judgment, problem solving, creativity and
creative thinking? What will determine life long earnings? Should the emphasis in
assessment be on how knowledgeable the student is, or how they grow as a person?
Regardless of what each person thinks, there is a national curriculum that sets the
stage for how to view assessment. It states that methods of assessment need to be
diverse, take into account the differences of students, and be in accordance with
preferable learning outcomes. The assessment itself should be unbiased, reliable,
honest and fair. It needs to reflect the course’s requirements, and those should be
clear to the students from the start of the course. All parts of the studies should
be assessed: knowledge, skill and competency with regards to the national curricu-
lum (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið, 2012). The focus of this subsection
is how to achieve desirable learner outcomes that are both in accordance with the
national curriculum and fit the agile educational method, to discover the different
ways of establishing what has been learnt and what effect assessing learning has on
the student.

Preferable learning outcomes in social constructivism are that the student can in-
vent solutions to problems that they haven’t seen before. Brooks and Brooks (1999)
point to evidence that shows how practices that are designed for assessing a stu-
dent’s ability to perform on tests do not cultivate learning that the students apply in
new settings, this is in stark contrast with what the EU has stated as their mission
(The European Center for the Development of Vocational Training, 2009). Learn-
ing outcomes are better with constructivist assessment if the teaching was based on
constructivist-inspired activities (Schwartz et al., 2009). So to get desirable learner
outcomes students need to engage with interesting phenomena where various ap-
proaches yield different puzzlements. By focusing on the puzzlement and confusion
the teacher can help eradicate them and the students get a firm understanding of
the concepts (Julyan and Duckworth, 2005). These confusions will yield confronta-
tions with students’ preconceived notions and therefore build a more fundamental
learning experience.

Practice does not make perfect. It is practice, followed by a night of
sleep, that leads to perfection. (Walker, 2017).

In his book, Why We Sleep, Matthew Walker reveals the secrets of sleep with re-
search. What is relevant to this thesis is how the sleep rhythms of teenagers are
shifting and how important a full night’s sleep is.

Within every person is an almost exactly 24-hour clock that guides when they want
to stay awake and when to fall asleep. This is called a circadian rhythm (from the
words circa and diam meaning around one day). It also controls when a person wants
to eat and drink, their core body temperature and the release of numerous hormones.
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Sunlight helps to reset this approximation to exactly 24 hours. In adolescence there
is a change in the circadian rhythm and sleep composition. Their circadian rhythm
is pushed forward by approx 1-3 hours. The way the brain goes from different
stages of sleep is different in teenagers than in children and adults. There is less
REM sleep (rapid eye movement) and more NREM sleep (non rapid eye movement),
which is for making fact-based memories permanent. REM sleep is for adding brain
connections, while NREM sleep is for pruning connections. Within weeks or months
of changes in deep NREM sleep there are milestones (developmental and cognitive)
in the brain. This may be because that sort of deep sleep is the driving force of brain
maturation. Walker states that recent finding support this claim and that the deep
NREM sleep is refining the adolescent brain. Even though the sleep composition
has changed, the early mornings are where most of the REM sleep occurs. Walker
states that there are links between mental health and REM sleep, and that sleep
deprivation in the early mornings can lead to anxiety, depression, and ADHD like
symptoms. The fact that school starts before teenagers can get eight hours of
sleep - classes at Icelandic secondary schools usually start between 8 and 9 in the
morning - means that students are sleep deprived. Sleep deprived students will be
unproductive, deliver less accurate solutions to problems, and will not challenge
themselves (in favor of choosing easy or basic tasks). Everything becomes harder
for a sleep deprived individual (Walker, 2017). In his 2003 op-ed, to the Harvard
Crimson, Walker goes into why assessment should take into account the response
of students to high stakes: all nighters. The response should be that assessments
should be spread out over the course, to improve the lives of students (Walker, 2003).

The teacher is not working in a vacuum, they are not the only teacher the students
have and are not setting their only deadline. So if the trend in the school is to use
high stakes assessments the students will have little incentive to work sustainably,
the work will therefore get back-loaded to the finals. The students will suffer, it will
be detrimental to their sleep and therefore their health, and adversely impact their
learning.

If our students learned what we taught, we would never need to assess.
We could simply catalog all the learning experiences we had organized
for them, certain in the knowledge that this is what they had learned.
(Wiliam, 2013)

Now that my basis for assessment criteria has been established, it is in order to go
over research in assessment methods. The following methods are all in accordance
with both the national curriculum and the agile educational method.

There is a multitude of theories about assessment, but the ones that go hand in hand
with social constructivism are the ones that will receive attention in this thesis. It is
not enough that they go together with some epistemological philosophy, they must
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also go hand in hand with learning. Like Wiliam (2018) said, there has been a
disconnect between research on assessment and learning. There is a need to look at
how these two interconnect and plan lessons accordingly.

Formative Assessment

Formative assessment is often seen as using a variety of strategies
to ascertain current knowledge and understanding in order to then set
targets for improvement, as if finding out and knowing what needs to be
learned next is, in itself, formative. Although these actions are necessary,
formative assessment happens after the finding out has taken place. It
describes the complex process of furthering pupil learning during the
learning process, enabling the targets to be met or the quality learning
to happen. (Clarke, 2005)

The national curriculum states that formative assessment should be emphasized,
to get students to reflect on their own studies in order to achieve their own goals
(Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið, 2012) . This type of assessment is more
involved than making a final exam. The teacher needs to engage students to help
them learn. Formative assessment is very constructivist in nature (Clarke, 2005).

The difference lies in how assessment is a part of the lesson plan and not an end-
game. As such the teacher is encouraged to think about success criteria or learning
intentions for the student for each lesson. In stead of, or before making a lesson plan,
the teacher would decide on a learning objective and what would be considered a
successful process of tackling the objective. This criteria can be reworded with help
from the students so that they have ownership of their own learning and success.
By planning objectives and success criteria the teacher is less likely to over-plan
activities (Clarke, 2005). That is what the teacher brings to the lesson, a criteria or
intentions for where the learning is going. Now what happens?

The students and teacher co-create a rubric, so that it is clear to everyone what is
asked of them. That way the curriculum’s goal of honest, fair, unbiased and even re-
liable assessment should be covered. During the lesson the teacher utilizes questions
to get an active involvement of the students in their learning, then gives feedback.
The feedback should point out the strength of the pupil and advise them how to
develop that strength, and be constructive towards weaknesses and give the pupil
an opportunity to improve them. This is the backbone of formative assessment, the
constant modification of activities according to conversations between the teacher
and their pupils (Black and Harrison, 2000).
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Formative assessment has been shown to help low achieving students, more than
the average or high achieving ones though those also saw improvement (Black and
Harrison, 2000).

Other Assessments

Authentic assessment makes the assumption that a learner needs to construct
knowledge from information, that they need disciplined inquiry, and that there needs
to be value beyond school in what the learner does. The requirement is that teachers
and students reflect carefully on what has been learnt in order to promote authentic
intellectual work as Newmann et. al. call it. They define it as mastery demon-
strated by people who continually work with knowledge, and face challenges that
extend basic skills to more complex academic work. The reasoning for this type
of assessment is that it is not another goal for the student to attain along-side a
mastery of the subject, but an effort on behalf of the teacher to help the student
produce authentic intellectual work. This gives the student increased opportunities
to engage in learning and take part in their education. That in turn, implied by
Newmann et. al., would lead to fewer dropouts (Newmann et al., 2007).

Informal assessment is seen by students to be an irrelevant addition to other
assessment, but one that has positive effect on morale (Brown et al., 2008).

Self assessment and a consequent follow-up conversation with the teacher may be
beneficial to the student. Most of the devices a teacher uses to assess students can be
provided to them for self-assessment. This might help the students in the following
ways; a. improve their understanding of instructional objectives. b. increase their
grasp of the process behind the objectives. c. diagnose their own strengths and
weaknesses. d. develop their skillset in self-assessment. When designing or choos-
ing the instruments for self-assessment it is useful to include the students in the
process, as seen in the formative assessment part, as student participation is impor-
tant in goal-setting. Involving the students has instructional value, it makes them
think critically of their performance and of the product they are working on, and
it motivates them to work towards any goals they helped set (Linn and Gronlund,
2000).

Peer assessment can be done with the same device, or some standard device,
as the teacher. However it is not likely to be diligently done if the device is time
consuming and every student has to review every other student (Linn and Gronlund,
2000).
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This chapter introduces the agile educational method, starting with the philosophy
behind it. I first clarify how each field of research was chosen for the background
section and explore the similarities in the literature of software engineering and
education. Subsequently I give a detailed account of the process of creating the
method, its design decisions and philosophy, and throughout I argue why the method
fits the literature. I conducted interviews with teachers, highlights of which are used
as arguments for various stages of the method’s creation. The interviews can be
found in their entirety in appendix A. They are presented in three tables, slightly
paraphrased for simplicity, brevity and readability.

3.1. Emerging Philosophy

The agile manifesto (Fig 2.2), as a cornerstone of agile methodologies, is the essence
of the operational approach that I needed to translate into terms understandable
to teachers. I’d therefore like to examine what I present in the handbook as the
agile educational manifesto and principles. These instructions are the manual to
look to when implementing the method. In the handbook these core rules, here
shown in bold font, are presented without any argument, up for interpretation by
the reader. They do, however, need some justification so they don’t come off as
having fallen from the skies. The following lists represent the justifications for the
agile educational manifesto, and principles.

1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. To value the
processes that should aid individuals over the individuals themselves is ab-
surd. This proposition goes unchanged from the agile software development
manifesto into the agile educational method because it loses no meaning and
holds its ground in an educational setting. Interactions are the focal point in
the literature cited and their importance is a recurrent theme in this thesis.
It should come as no surprise that I uphold this first proposition vehemently
throughout. Never should the learning process, or tools used in it, be seen as
more important than the students and their achievements.
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2. Meaningful work over rote learning. This is a stance against the, in my
mind, obsession with large tests and useless problems. Those cause students
to crunch material for the purpose of passing and not really for gaining any
true insight into the subject. There the goal is not self improvement and
the search for understanding, but rather figuring out what it is the education
system wants from them and giving back only what is asked and eventually
forgetting all about it later. To achieve this the teacher is asked to tend to a
number of things: The classroom culture, rich learning context, suitable pace
for learning, a goal oriented assessment with input from the students and a
list of materials or applicable resources..

3. Student collaboration over authoritative ways. The heart of agile meth-
ods is the team self-policing and, in the eyes of many, dislike of management.
This might be an unjust intolerance to "old" practices but it does have a par-
allel in pedagogy: "just because I said so" has been discarded in all levels of
schooling because of it being too authoritative and undemocratic. "Just be-
cause I said so" is not a good way to lead a class room. There are many other
ways of maintaining authority, while still explaining rationally why it is that
the teacher takes a particular route. The agile educational method empha-
sizes including students in any decision making. This is in accordance with
the national curriculum’s key competency of democratic behavior and with
social constructivist findings of learner-centered classrooms. In the interviews
teacher B says that the only formal feedback they get from students is from a
survey at the end of term. That might influence the next installment but isn’t
an example or measure of collaboration with the current set of students.

4. Responding to change over following a plan. This proposition might be
the most tangible one in how the method frames the syllabus, how there is only
an outline of the time division and not a strict plan of what goes where. This
is rooted mainly in how software is developed incrementally and not with any
one educational theory. However, as social constructivism literature states that
there needs to be constant evaluation of the curriculum, I have applied that
to also include the syllabus. The major takeaway from the interviews with
all three teachers is that they are already flexible in some aspects (e.g. by
removing items from syllabus). Teacher A mentions how the indirect influence
of students on the syllabus shapes the course, that if they can’t handle the
projects or assignments the teacher is forced to be responsive.

These were the four propositions of the manifesto. Next up are the principles and
reasoning for why they look the way they do.

1. Our highest priority is for the student to gain mastery through en-
gagement in class. The national curriculum’s overall theme is student par-
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ticipation. Social constructivist literature also says that there is no way to
make the student have so called conceptual change unless they are engaged, it
should therefore not come as a surprise that this first principle addresses that
in no uncertain terms.

2. Be ready for change, even late in the course. The agile educational
method is responsive so that the student’s benefit is always at the
forefront. While technical uncertainty and customer indecision is a problem
in software development, change is familiar to any teacher (as shown in the
interviews) and they are constantly adapting to something. This method just
makes it clear that such eventualities are not insurmountable and should even
be anticipated. Any change should be made to benefit the student so that the
whole system becomes better, not for the sake of change itself or for a result
that is detrimental to the student.

3. Assess student mastery frequently with a preference for a short time-
scale. This is not just from educational literature but also sleep research
where low stakes assessments have major health benefits for students. If this
were common practice large end-of-term exams would become obsolete, and
according to teacher B’s interview none of the students want high states finals.
The student becomes more engaged if they are part of the goal setting and
can monitor their success and achievement. That is why low stake frequent
assessment is preferable and encouraged.

4. Teachers must frequently work with other people throughout the
course. According to teacher B the students have the option to visit the school
office to voice their concerns, and they do it that way to receive anonymity.
Teachers therefore need a good professional relationship with the staff at the
office, be able to work with them on solving problems (again, to benefit the
students). Teachers who teach large classes with other teachers need to co-
ordinate. However specific to this method, the teacher works with others to
design the course and create interdisciplinary contexts with teachers of other
subjects, according to the teachers interviewed there is a fair amount of co-
operation between professionals but none of them mentioned as structured a
way as is suggested. To give students context rich experiences to base their
conceptual grasp of the subject is highly encouraged in social constructivism
and this method embraces that.

5. Build an environment that supports students in their efforts and
trust them to work to get the job done. Donovan and Bransford talk
extensively about the necessity for creating an environment that leads to the
results the teacher is after. It is not enough to have the right assessment and
teaching method. If the sociomorality and culture aren’t actively tended to
the teacher loses a powerful hold on how the course progresses. Moreover, the
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teacher needs to trust the students in order for them to sincerely and openly
participate in conversations.

6. The most effective way of getting information across is with face-to-
face conversations. This is almost verbatim from the agile manifesto but
stands remarkably close to social constructivist adage. The reason is the need
to engage students to draw forth their preconceptions. This is not to say that
information doesn’t get across in, say, a flip teaching setting, which is one of
the teaching methods the agile educational method encourages, but the need
for a face-to-face conversation afterward is very important. If students would
gain more from watching documentaries all day than from a dialog with the
teacher I’m sure there would be research to substantiate that. Instead I’ve
found that the verbal intelligence of a teacher is one of their most valuable
asset. Being able to use language in a way the student understands to get
them to construct knowledge is the aim of this principle.

7. The primary measure of progress is the students ability to apply
knowledge. There is a need in software development to be able to apply
some metric to success, and this is also true in education. To apply the knowl-
edge gained in inventing solutions to unseen problems is therefore the most
appropriate measure of success. This should reflect how the teacher creates
projects and poses problems. Assessment should be based on this principle.

8. The method promotes a sustainable pace to be set for the course.
In table 3.6 pace is mentioned and both approaches state the need for a pace
that fits the person under the most pressure. In software development it is
the developer and in education it is the student. The pace for how the course
plays out is therefore decided by the teacher but influenced heavily with input
from the student. By using sprints to segment the work and get regular input
the teacher should be able to set the pace in a sustainable way.

9. Continuous attention to professional excellence enhances agility. Here
the action research comes into play. I cannot understate how important I think
action research is (see chapter 2.2.3), and the benefits it has to the profession
as a whole. Professional development is more than just active reflection and
team work, it can be anything the teacher thinks will help them grow as a per-
son and as a professional. Attention to those factors might help the teacher
stave off burnout.

10. Simplicity is essential. This applies to a number of things. Firstly it
applies to conversation, and conversation starters for the meetings. Second
it applies to covering new concepts, like Einstein said "If you can’t explain
it simply, you don’t understand it well enough". And third it applies to the
study environment: if students are burdened with understanding too much
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about how some application works that is needed for their coursework, it is
detrimental to add more complicated tools that add to the students’ learning
curve and the cognitive load of their task instead of aiding them on their quest.

11. The best projects come from self organizing teams. This touches on
trust again and the key competency of creativity. Students need some auton-
omy to be creative and by trusting them the teacher gives them the opportunity
to invent for themselves what they think is the best solution to the problem.
Some appropriate scaffolds and guidelines may nevertheless be required or
prove useful.

12. At regular intervals the students and teacher reflect on how to be-
come more effective. Metacognitive abilities are instrumental to students
and their ability to effectively measure their own success. To gain such abilities
reflection is required. This method implements it by having reflection sessions
at regular intervals. Conversations on a regular basis help the student to gain
this ability and become stepping stones for the student to influence the course
in a direct way. In agile methods reflection is needed to improve the process,
and that is how it has been implemented in this method.

All points are important to implement the method but it’s up to each teacher how
and where to place emphasis.

3.1.1. Literature Findings

Most of the literature I reviewed was on teaching and learning theory, and the aim
was to combine it with the agile software engineering methodology. The following are
the findings I made, first from the agile literature and then how the two disciplines
are similar.

Agile, as stated in the previous chapter, is a versatile methodology. To a large
degree, it is up to the person implementing it how it looks. That is the reason why
only one source of agile literature was really up for review, Meyer’s Agile! The Good,
the Hype and the Ugly (2014). This source does not attempt to sell any particular
agile method, but gives a critical discussion of many agile practices. Criticism of
agile methods in general was also looked into, but not much of it found its way into
the summation because I thought it didn’t add to or detract from Meyer’s account,
nor was it relevant for the parts I ended up including in the method. In tables 3.1
- 3.5 a summary of Meyer’s criticism, along with my own notes, is presented.
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Deprecation of upfront tasks The onus in agile is on continuous conversation so
having large chunks decided beforehand is seemingly
counterintuitive. Meyer’s however argues that dep-
recating up front work leaves the project aimless,
and that all the other practices that make agile great
don’t negate analyzing a problem before starting to
solve it.
——
Author’s note: There is the upfront task of creating
of the backlog and sprint schedule, and informally
evaluating the backlog. Agile methods all have
a continuous maintenance of the backlog and this
method is no exception. Subsequent work should
be done with the students feedback as it comes up
through the course.

Test driven development Tests are undisputed as a good part of agile, how-
ever to only work around testing is not good prac-
tice. This approach is prone to tunnel vision, or
narrow focus on the latest test. This approach is
not widely used according to Meyer.
——
Author’s note: In an educational setting this would
be akin to test the students on items they haven’t
seen and adapt the lesson plan to the results, con-
stantly. That doesn’t fit well with formative assess-
ment in an obvious way so it didn’t find its way into
the method.

Table 3.1: The items Meyer deems bad but only the parts relevant to education were
included in this table, both items are a major part of agile methodology.
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Pair programming When two people share the same workstation. This
is a useful tool but should not be used as a sole mode
of development. Especially problematic when only
used for senior junior pairings since it slows down
the senior and has unknown effect on the junior.
——
Author’s note: Such pairings in an educational set-
ting might also be only of an advantage to the one
doing the explaining, as mused by Ron Tzur (Tzur,
2001). This setup is not encouraged, except in the
case for small in-class problems.

Open space working arrangements An open space leads, unavoidably, to more disrup-
tions. But also more availability. The office layout
needs to allow informal communications and there is
no single formula for creating a workspace. There-
fore this is not a bad idea per se, but this has gotten
too much undeserved attention.
——
Author’s note: This is an issue of considerable im-
portance in school development, but it is beyond
the scope of this project to impose a single type of
workspace.

Self-organizing teams There is a reason organizational solutions exist, it is
because they are needed. The idea that every team
can self govern is fantasy.
——
Author’s note: The method proposes that student
teams get to organize some part of their work. Self
governance is not the aim, but a taste of responsi-
bility.

Working at a sustainable pace This is great advice, truly. But it seems wishful.
It is not specific to programming and seems like an
argument that software practices be somehow ex-
empt from the common business death marches or
requests for extra hours at critical junctures.
——
Author’s note: This goes hand in hand with choos-
ing an assessment that promotes steady paced learn-
ing, such as formative assessment.

Table 3.2: Here are the first of the items Meyer thinks are promoted too much without
regard for their usefulness. Each item is a major part of agile methodology.
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Producing minimal functionality Questioning additional features is a good practice,
but there is a reason the customer asks for them.
They want that feature added. So Meyer thinks
complying with customer demands is more impor-
tant than getting something off the ground.
——
Author’s note: Minimal functionality in the case of
education would be to have the minimal require-
ments of a course taught and nothing more. For
the sake of simplicity this might be necessary in
some cases, so this hyped item found its way into
the method.

Planning games These are ways to estimate the cost of user stories
on the backlog. Meyer opposes them because they
are not scientific, and the estimations are at risk.
The expert might not convince the novices or the
crowd could be intimidated.
——
Author’s note: Although the planning meeting is
a mandatory element of the method there was no
mention of planning games. Instead it was left to
the implementation of the teacher, with resources
on how to hold the meetings but no encouragement
to use planning games.

Cross-functional teams Encouraging people to get familiar with a broad
range of subjects is good, and getting more people
who have some expertise is recommended. Special
areas require special skills, and asking the expert is
always the best way to get results.
——
Author’s note: I don’t see that as a good argument
against cross functional teams but it is tied to agile
scheduling policy. Therefore this hyped item saw its
way into the handbook.

Table 3.3: Here are the last of the items Meyer thinks are promoted too much without
regard for their usefulness. Each item is a major part of agile methodology.
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Refactoring Looking back at how to improve previous work. Ag-
ile methods also seek to identify and eliminate waste
from projects.

Short daily meetings Brief status meetings, or ”stand-ups”, where the
coach helps remove impediments the team members
are facing. Usually conducted by asking each mem-
ber three questions; What did you do previously?
What will you do today? Are there any impedi-
ments?

Team communication The team, as the functional unit of the development
process, must adhere to the aforementioned princi-
ples. Lest the communications be broken jeopardiz-
ing the whole process.

Table 3.4: Here are the items Meyer says are a good addition to or extension of
software development practices. Each item found its way into the agile educational
method.
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Short iterations By segmenting the work it is possible to get more
feedback. This might be the most influential part of
agile methods in other software development prac-
tices.

Continuous integration To regularly update and release software. Again this
makes it possible to get important feedback more
frequently.

Closed-window rule To have certain functionality to be implemented for
the current sprint and ban the addition of extra
functionality.

Time-boxing To have a realistic time schedule for each sprint.

Product-owner A specific person who’s goal is to represent the cus-
tomer and has the power to decide what does and
doesn’t go into the product.

Task boards A visualization tool that is practical and helpful.

Table 3.5: Here are the items Meyer deems brilliant, a worthy addition that should
not be missing in any implementation of agile. Each item found its way into the
agile educational method.

In table 3.6 some key concepts from agile literature were chosen for examination
and comparison with social constructivism. Most evident of why these fit together
is their take on evaluation, pace, progress, and reflection. There are not really defined
roles in social constructivism and it has almost nothing written on teamwork, which
is why the roles-heavy agile literature is much more defined on those points. The
interviews gave little insight on teamwork except that of teachers who have the same
background and are designing a large course together. None of them talked about
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student teams or the dynamics of different roles, but that could also be because I
didn’t explicitly ask about it. I was more interested in student participation, not
what sort of hierarchy was around that participation. Finally change is a concept
that I figure means adjustments and revisions in the agile literature but replacements
in the other. That is why they don’t seem to be addressing the same thing and are
therefore not very similar.

Exploring further the concepts that were similar I found some things were evident.
The backlog and curriculum are comparable and I incorporate that very literally.
The method requires the teacher to design a backlog that is the syllabus broken
down into educational requirements. I interpret progress & reflection as a reason
to assess students in a way that they play an active role in the process and are
aware of their progress. The emphasis in agile is on refining the process of creating
a product with a measurement of progress and constant reflection. The emphasis
in social constructivism is on learning outcomes that are based in the student being
able to track their progress with metacognitive abilities (such as reflection). Lastly
there is pace, which is that the speed of the work should fit the one doing it, not
the person who is organizing it. This fits with how the method requires the student
to take the role of the developer.

In tables 3.7 and 3.8 the different approaches to the Icelandic national curriculum
key competencies are presented. Literacy is first on the list, and in my mind is so
vital that the all the other competencies are meaningless without it. The national
curriculum breaks it up into three parts, which goes to show how crucial of a com-
petency it really is. The different takes on literacy are that in the agile context the
onus is on being able to understand your coworkers and clients, and in social con-
structivism it is understanding problems, symbol systems and contexts. However
these are both problems that need deciphering and as such their take on literacy is
very similar.

The sustainability key competency is very broadly defined. It involves the student’s
awareness of nature, responsibility, democratic work ethic (which touches on an-
other key competency), justice, equality in and between generations (also touches
another key competency), and being able to assess the value of information regard-
ing nature and the environment (which is a specific form of literacy). As such I feel
this key competency is ill-defined, is too broad, and has no specific meaning or set-
ting. Therefore I do not regret finding nothing about it in the social constructivism
writing.

The third and fourth key competencies (Democracy & human rights and Equality)
are interlinked in creating a learner centered community where inclusion is at the
forefront in social constructivist writing. This also touches on the power imbalance
criticism agile practices have received. How equality is treated within the orga-
nization comes down to the people implementing agile methods, because writing
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unenforceable principles into the manifesto would not be good practice (e.g. "be
kind to other people at all times"). That is why criticism such as Mei’s is impor-
tant, because there is seemingly no value placed on explicitly tackling equality in
agile literature. At all stages the process should preferably be accessible in both
approaches and the people responsible for shaping the environment are those who
are responsible for upholding equality. Of course there are equality policies within
organizations, but those can be up for interpretation on the micro level and as such
I think the two approaches are very similar, the approach is equal if the people
implementing it practice it themselves.

In table 3.8 the rest of the key competencies are explored. In the fifth one Health
& welfare the focus in both approaches is how good communications are conducive
to good health. By being able to accurately communicate ones feelings good health
and welfare can be maintained.

Next to last is creativity. In both approaches creativity is not just mentioned, but is
literally the measurement by which the whole approach is evaluated. If the technical
approach is not creative then the problem literally wasn’t a problem and could have
been solved by a machine. Innovation thrives on creativity and is a corner-stone
in software development methods. Similarly in social constructivism if all learning
outcomes were boiled down to one it is the ability to create solutions to problems.

The last item is competency and the national curriculum further mentions edu-
cational competency. Competency is seen in both approaches as a stage that is
important to reach, for seemingly different reasons. The agile approach is aimed
at making the team-work possible, as it is described in the literature, while in the
social constructivist literature it is aimed at bettering the student for their own gain.
While one is looking at team dynamics and the other personal reasons they are both
intrapersonal.
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Concept Agile appoach Social Constructivism
approach

Change Big upfront requirements are
meaningless, because the user
seldom knows what they want, the
requirements will be subject to
change and the process needs to
both acknowledge and be prepared
for that.

The focus, when changes are due,
is on the positive aspects of a
system and the aim is then to make
them a property of all the system.
Conceptual-change is when a stu-
dent confronts an old idea and su-
bstitutes it with a new, hopefully
more correct one.

Evaluation There must be continuous evaluati-
on of the backlog.

There must be an evaluation of the
curriculum so that it is ordered
by relevance and its features have
their preconceived notions attached.
Research is encouraged to evaluate
the learning environment.

Pace A sustainable pace should be set
and maintained, indefinitely.

Pace is set by the teacher to fit the
needs of the students.

Progress A successful project needs a mea-
surement, a unit, of progress.

The goal of learning is to gain deep
understanding, and progress me-
ans successfully assessing that deep
learning has occurred. Students
should have some way of tracking
their own progress.

Reflection Reflection is central to agile met-
hods with the retrospective meet-
ing where the goal is improving the
developmental process

Reflection is needed for the student
to be able to self-assess mastery, ref-
lection increases students abilities
to use their knowledge in new sett-
ings. It boosts metacognition. Ref-
lection and feedback is also needed
for the teacher to tend to their own
professionalism, to know how their
methods are faring.

Roles Roles are well-defined for vari-
ous actors, their responsibilities are
mapped out and their interactions
with each other.

People take on roles in comm-
unications, and are constantly
negotiating meaning to what they
do, this way an organization is for-
med. This way responsibility is
shared. In the educational setting
the teacher is responsible for con-
veying meaning that the students
understand, an active and directive
role. And the students are responsi-
ble for participating in such a way
that the teacher is aware if the me-
aning was clear to them, an active
and participatory role.

Table 3.6: The different approaches of agile and social constructivism on key concepts
from agile literature
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Curriculum
item

Agile approach Social Constructivism
approach

Literacy Cross functional teams and
working with non technical cu-
stomers requires patience first
but it also requires people’s
attention to literacy in fields
outside their expertise.

Literacy is the reading of new
information, to make meaning
of new text. The highest form
of learner outcome is to invent
solutions to new problems, so to
decipher problems is of utmost
importance.
——
Author’s note: In the cur-
rent national curriculum 2nd
edition there are three types
of literacy competencies menti-
oned, for Icelandic, foreign
languages, and number systems.
For simplicity I’ve covered them
as one point.

Sustainability Work should be paced in a
way so people do not burn out.
In that way the development
process becomes sustainable.

Not a lot has been written
about the concept in regards to
education.

Democracy &
human rights

It is highly democratic for org-
anizations to trust developers
to self-regulate, to incorporate
feedback on all levels from stake
holders and to regularly work
to fine tune and stream line the
process.

Inclusion is in high regards
which is how human rights and
accessibility is represented in
everyday school work. The
continuous conversation is
drastically more democratic
than the traditional lecture
format.

Equality There is no inherit regulati-
ons on equality in agile met-
hodology, but there is implied
equality in the principles, it
comes down to each organizati-
ons implementation of agile.

Teachers’ contribution to
equality is considered subst-
antial, from the context they
choose to set their material to
what problems they choose.

Table 3.7: The different approaches of agile and social constructivism on the first
half of key competencies listed in the national curriculum
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Curriculum
item

Agile approach Social Constructivism
approach

Health &
welfare

Meetings on a daily basis and
retrospectives give a chance
for people to speak up about
concerns they have. Some of
these explicitly focus on feel-
ings. This in turn makes for a
more healthy attitude towards
health and a healthy work en-
vironment.

In the minor terms expanding
the concept, communications
and responsibility are menti-
oned. Communications are
vital to the process of learn-
ing. Responsibility for ones
own learning is also considered
instrumental in the success of a
student.

Creativity Innovation is the heart of
technological advancement, and
it is encouraged. Everywhere
people are inspired to be creati-
ve.

As already mentioned the
aspiration is that students
invent solutions in new setting
to unseen problems. Creati-
vity is also in initiative and
accountability in learning.

Competency A team requires competent
specialists and from there they
are able to become the self org-
anizing entity that is integral to
agile practices.

Students don’t just become
more competent with age, it is
a social process that requires
guidance. To gain com-
petence a student’s preconcei-
ved notions need to be enga-
ged, they need to attain deep
conceptual and factual know-
ledge of concepts and they need
to gain metacognitive abilities.

Table 3.8: The different approaches of agile and social constructivism on the second
half of key competencies listed in the national curriculum

3.1.2. Other Implementation Details

In agile methodology a significant importance is assigned to frequent communication
among stakeholders, to make sure self-reflection and good collaboration takes place.
The positive influence these meetings have on morale and outcome is palpable.
That is why I place great emphasis on their importance in the method. The main
theme is collaboration between students and teachers and by integrating a clear
framework in how to structure communications I think that the teacher is able
to create this cooperative atmosphere. In social constructivism there is placed a
significant emphasis on the need to engage the student, but it is up to each teacher
to find a way to do that. The three different meetings I propose, which derive from
the agile Scrum method, are a clear way to maintain the different conversations
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that need to take place: The planning meeting is for goal setting, expectation
management, and understanding what the students perceive as a challenge. The
daily meeting is, to understand the situation the students are in. This meeting
is difficult to hold without any tool support in a full classroom but is still possible
with simple questions, hand-raising and time-management. The retrospective is
perhaps the most crucial meeting when looking to the national curriculum and
literature, because the gains might be remarkable. I don’t assign any more weight
to any one meeting, however they are all important to the agile educational method.

Next I would like to examine the syllabus. The way it is divided into segments is
taken from software engineering methods of time boxing and short iterations, but the
practice is also known in education. I however saw nothing indicating the need for
such a specific time division in social constructivist literature. I added it nonetheless
to the method to have a full framework for structuring the course and also because
some sort of time division is common practice in teaching and therefore familiar to
teachers. The backlog is an artifact from software engineering but not specific to
agile methods, This backlog then forms what goes into the lesson plan while the
syllabus itself is an empty shell, made to accommodate enough of the backlog. The
prioritized backlog gives the teacher a means to discard items when faced with an
impossible deadline, while still meeting the required minimum of the course.

3.2. The Creation of the Method

In the handbook the agile educational method is explained in detail but not argued.
In this section I’ll look at design decisions and argue for why I think the method is
in line with the background literature and the national curriculum. To ground the
argumentation in a practical manner I cite three interviews conducted with teachers
A, B and C (presented in their entirety in appendix A).

3.2.1. The Creative Process Behind the Method

The handbook rested on the idea that there was a way to visually represent the
method. Now I would like to go into the creation of the method and the visualization
for it. That visualization will henceforth be called the model.

Multiple models were made that didn’t make it off the drawing board. Reasons
include: the model not being descriptive, or being misleading, or, most importantly,
lacking in numerous ways. The problem wasn’t only what to include but also where
to start. When working on the first drafts some essentials became clear. The process
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needed to start before term with designing the course, and the model had to be
iterative. The feedback from the students needed to influence the course somehow.
All elements, or bubbles in the model image, needed to be hypernyms for groups of
activities and not activities themselves. And there should be an obvious connection
to agile methods.

In figure 3.1 is the first draft, that had enough merit to allow for further develop-
ment. Drawbacks were a few, such as there being no obvious connection to agile. It
is iterative but the process looks to be only focusing on the teacher and not on any
learning. The teacher gets to incorporate some feedback (ostensibly from the stu-
dents) into choice of materials, then apparently continue with the previous method
and assessment. The conversation either gets handed over to the redesign team or is
continued there - it is unclear what is implied. The course starts with the materials
being chosen then the method, once these are chosen the teacher then can assess
the students. The implication is that no work is done and the whole model is just
meta work. Conversation is also a bad name for an element of the model because
in agile development and social constructivism there is a continuous conversation
throughout the project/course work. Implying that there is one distinct point in
which conversation is allowed to happen is detrimental. Some aspects of this model
survived in the final model though. Most notably that the end of the inner circle is
a review of sorts that influences the next design of the course.

Designing
the course

Teaching
the material

Method

Assessment

Conversation

end of term

Figure 3.1: The first draft of the model for the method
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Continuing from that point the model was revised as shown in figure 3.2. It has
most of the same elements as the final version, but the roles and time frame aren’t
present yet. In this version the elements encompass everything that happens in
the classroom and there is a clear connection to agile with the word sprint being
involved. However it is not clear where the teacher is supposed to act and in which
role, since the roles are an integral part of agile practices. It is also not clear which
roles the students take on in each element. Another thing that ended up being
a complication is that since one of the main objectives is to integrate formative
assessment, it is nonsensical that there is an element of assessment. That implies
the work done by students is taken into consideration only after completion.

Feedback Assessment

Sprint work

Designing
the course

Reevaluation
after the course

Figure 3.2: A revision of the model that has most of the same elements as the final
one.

In figure 3.3 the final version of the model of the agile educational method is pre-
sented. It should look familiar from figure 3.1, and now it looks more like other
agile models where roles are defined. Always looking to the theory behind the work
I finalized this version confident I adequately represented agile methods and social
constructivism.
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Sprint
review

Sprint
work

Sprint
planning

Designing
the course

Reevaluation
after the course

Teacher as a
part of a team

Teacher as
the product owner

2-4 week cycle

Students as developers

Students as customers

Figure 3.3: The agile educational model as presented in the handbook

Each element is vital and the model meets the requirements from the drafting: it
is iterative, starts with designing the course, it’s clear where feedback comes in
and each element is a hypernym of a group of activities. Sprints, or blocks as
they are known as in educational contexts, are familiar to teachers and that time
division is vital to all agile implementations. However they are not mentioned in
social constructivism, not because they are not important but because that is an
implementational detail specific to how each teacher carries out their own vision of
social constructivism. So I went with sprints as a unit to work with.

This model image fits the method better than previous ideas because it encompasses
where the students fit in and in what capacity. None of the elements in the iterative
"inner cycle" are meta like the first draft: rather, in all of them both the students
and the teacher have a role to play. There is also a clear connection to agile activities.
Presenting the model image in the handbook is done after explaining the educational
approach to agile roles. That way the reader has a better understanding of the image,
since it is informative but not intuitive.
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3.2.2. Details of the Model

Looking at the model image it becomes clear that there are actors in various roles
at different stages. Even though the literature of constructivism or social construc-
tivism doesn’t really go into any detail on different roles I incorporated agile roles
none-the-less. The reason for that is that everything is defined by actors and their
responsibility in agile methodology, and it wouldn’t be a meaningful combination
if roles weren’t included. The same goes for team work, I talk about the different
versions of team work the method supports. Teacher teams, where teachers work on
designing the course, and then student teams (optional). I do this not just because
of its prominent status in agile literature but also because how I’ve experienced that
sort of effective group work. It can lead to much greater outcomes than solo work.

The first element, "Designing the course", is a bit further away from the inner cycle.
This is to denote that there are other roles attached to it. There the teacher is a part
of a team of peers creating the course, before it begins. Before the course starts the
teacher responsible for teaching it needs to have played a role in designing it, and
not be handed a course they try to apply agile methods to with patchwork. This
is where reevaluation of the curriculum and syllabus takes place, and the literature
highlights the need for that evaluation. This design work is different from the
traditional, well known procedure, because the demands of the method are for a
new course structure. As seen in the interview results the teachers are already
familiar with designing courses but they are not utilizing cross functional teamwork,
and they are not structuring classes in the same way this method asks for. That
is the reason "designing the course" had to be the first element and is explained
thoroughly.

Moving from the first element, "Designing the course", the only route is towards the
inner cycle, where the same teacher as shown in the teacher team above the first
element is shown at the center. This is because the method is made for the teacher,
and a fundamental aspect of teaching is the teacher. Their role there is the product
owner, a term explained both in a software engineering context and its translation
to an educational context in the handbook. A time reference for a cycle length in the
inner circle is given, to reaffirm that this is indeed an iterative cycle. The students
are shown outside the inner cycle in the role they play for each element. For two
elements, "sprint planning" and "sprint work", they are in the role of developers,
a role that, like the role of product owner, is explained in both contexts in the
handbook. Students play the role of customers when it comes to giving feedback in
a "sprint review". Why the roles were assigned this way is explained within each
element’s run-through in the next three sections.
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Sprint Planning

Before the work starts the teacher will have planned the scope of the sprint with
either the help of the teacher team, if this is the first sprint, or if not, then the
feedback from the previous sprint. Then the work starts out with a planning meeting,
where the teacher and students start a conversation about what is to come. Here
the elements of formative assessment come in, where the students are participating
in setting goals before going into what ever teaching method the teacher has chosen.
Here is where the criteria for success are set and the students get their metric for
achievement.

Sprint Work

The sprint then turns to "Sprint work", so named because it is the backbone of the
actual work that goes on in the classroom. After planning the main event of the
sprint, the work and daily meetings (also called stand-ups or stand up meetings)
take place. This is where the majority of the time of the inner cycle is spent.
The reason the inner cycle elements are evenly sized and not proportional to their
time is because it wouldn’t be meaningful to have a model that is evenly spaced
in timesharing, over being understandable. The students here are working towards
their goals and on problems, projects or otherwise participating in course work and
learning. That is why they are the equivalent of a developer, choosing where to
focus their energy towards succeeding in their task.

The student might be a part of evaluation, still in the role of a developer. But
assessment through conversation makes the students reflect on their own work. Re-
flection is a big part of what developers do under agile practices. Reflection is also an
integral part of student achievement in social constructivism. The method doesn’t
advocate for self-evaluation because there is no strong case made for it in neither the
literature nor the national curriculum. The assessment is evaluated before the next
step of the model, which is very important, because what is the feedback supposed
to be based on if not how the work of the previous sprint went?

Sprint Review

Feedback from the sprint happens in one sitting, a retrospective meeting. This
meeting is initiated by the teacher by asking questions to lead the discussion. In
the handbook a resource is provided to help teachers set up and hold such meetings.
This meeting gives the students a chance to voice their ideas, concerns and criti-
cism. That is why they are in the role of a customer, because they are influencing
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their own interests and the teacher’s (product owner’s) prioritization. Lastly after
the meeting, the teacher needs to incorporate the message from the meeting into
the next sprint. Again, reflection and gaining the ability to set goals cannot be
understated for student achievement. Reflection affects metacognitive abilities, the
very thought processes that the teacher wants to influence, and solidifies conceptual
change according to literature. Likewise when talking about preferable learning out-
comes it is almost always how students deal with new and unseen problems, and
setting up an environment where they are regularly actively faced with questioning
the material is bound to end with conversations about how to solve issues students
see as being problems. This part is not only influenced by social constructivism’s
need for thinking about one’s thoughts but also communications in general. Here
it is necessary for all parties involved to actively talk and actively listen. Active
listening is a learned skill and there is little done to cultivate that in students, who
are just assumed to be able to listen to gain knowledge in the national curriculum.
This element of the model is very important although it takes little time, because it
gives students a voice on a regular basis to influence the course, it gives the teacher
a better feel for how their students are really faring and it is conducive to creating
that ever-so-important learner-centered atmosphere.
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This chapter is about my thoughts, on the literature findings and the method’s
creation and limitations. Then there is a discussion about the future of this project
with emphasis on what accompanying software might mean for its implementation,
what such software might look like and, what alternatives already exist. The last
section is a short introduction of the handbook, and its structure.

4.1. Thoughts on the Literature

I started by getting familiar with agile methods, and their diversity, to find a good fit
for me. However I came to the conclusion that all implementations had some good
ideas and some not so good, like Meyer (2014) points out, and there are a number of
artifacts in agile literature that aren’t to my liking. Some of the hyped items from
Meyer’s criticism aren’t necessarily so in the context of education, and were therefore
included in the method. The reason the ones that weren’t added are also brought
up, is to give an overview to denote that there is much to agile literature that isn’t
worth incorporating. Instead of going by one agile software development method
and having to tailor my work to something that I didn’t necessarily agree fully on,
I decided to just look to a broad interpretation of the manifesto and principles with
Meyer’s criticisms in mind. I was partial to agile methodology before starting this
project. I used agile methods to develop software in my bachelor’s program and
working as a software developer.

The reason I read up on some of the rivals of agile methodology is that I wanted
to be sure that I had correctly assessed agile methodology’s adaptability over that
of other prominent methods. It became clear that the other software engineering
practices weren’t as easily adapted to teaching. The agile educational method was
not created to teach students in the same manner as always except more efficiently or
quicker. Therefore a traditional albeit speedier methodology would not suffice and
rapid development did not fit. The waterfall model, in my mind, is hardly a good
fit. There are other versions of the waterfall model that are somewhat iterative, but
the fact remains that it relies heavily on having excessive amounts of information at
the start of the project. This is, in my mind, unreasonable, and there is no inherent
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need for collaboration at all stages of development so therefore the waterfall model
was not used to create the agile educational method.

Looking at tables 3.6, 3.7 & 3.8 I find that the similarities are striking between
an educational philosophy on one hand and a software development method on the
other. Of course I chose them for reconciliation for a reason, but these tables show,
in my mind, without a doubt, that there is considerable overlap in the ideologies.
I decided to take on this project because I saw a similarity between the disciplines
but also because I was interested in the emotional and personal growth of students,
as well as their health. That is why there are sources on things like sleep of students
and personal development of teachers. My aim was to create a method where stu-
dents’ learning wasn’t the only aim, but enhancing an array of useful skills such as
interpersonal communication skills, self-knowledge, applying refection to grow and
a sense of responsibility for one’s own achievements.

Communication and their consequences are of particular interest in social construc-
tivism, but as mentioned in chapter 2.1.1 isn’t addressed properly enough in the agile
manifesto, like Mei (2018) pointed out. This is one of the reasons communications
are a crucial aspect to this method, because they aren’t naturally unproblematic.
To form a community conducive to learning, communications need to be up to stan-
dard. The teacher must guide the discussion (both the talking and listening), make
sure there are plenty of topics so talks don’t run dry, and be aware of the culture in
which the discussions take place. The findings from the White House presentation
cited in chapter 2.2.2 is that verbal and cognitive skills of the teacher are their most
valuable asset (Whitehurst, 2002). So I conclude that in order to reach students
and affect their learning in a measurable way teachers must speak to the students
in a way they understand. To make a practical example of speaking the same lan-
guage as the students. If a teacher today were to try to explain a phenomenon using
three different analogies to their students one might think that their efforts would
result in some knowledge being constructed. The lesson was rich in context was it
not? However, if the context of the analogies was punch cards, floppy disks, and fax
machines, items that students today have little familiarity with, they would not be
likely to gain much from the context.

Teachers’ own contentment with their development and professionalism is important,
it has influence on student outcomes. This has been discussed e.g. by Guðjónsson
(2007), and the implication to me is that teacher development is vital to the profes-
sion as a whole. The implication of Alexander’s (2016) writing, of teacher impact
being negligible, is that, in my mind, teachers cannot rely on their certificate. They
must continuously work on professional excellence, look to innovation, and search
for ways to help their student achieve not just the educational system’s goal but
also at becoming successful human beings. In the agile educational method teachers
take on different roles and are continuously working toward bettering their work
and adapting it to feedback. Alexander’s article is pretty depressing for a student
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teacher, but I do take solace in the fact that the comparison is between teachers
not between a teacher and nothing. However bleak it may look, I believe that a
discussion about teacher education will not end with it being deemed futile.

4.2. Thoughts on the Method

The method’s objective is incorporating student involvement into the lesson plan.
The most interesting finding in the interviews is that all three teachers had, unsur-
prisingly given what Guðjónsson has written about Icelandic action research, not
much input from the students in how the class was conducted. It is noteworthy
how each teacher has a different approach to methods and assessment. The most
influence students had was in one-on-one vocational training. Although the method
was not created with vocational education in mind, its goal is to be general and thus
applicable with little changes to other educational settings. The interviews tell me
that there is value in this method, where the theme and ambition is in encouraging
student’s participation and cooperation, because it gives teachers a tool to comply
with the national curriculum’s underlying objective.

The agile educational method is applicable to any course taught in an Icelandic
secondary school’s academic program. The overall creative process revolved around
structuring communications in a way that is known in software engineering and, in
my mind, needed in education. The limitations of said communications is that the
meetings might be hard to organize around a large group of people. This limitation
has a solution and will be looked into in the next section on future work.

One drawback when creating the method is that when I tried to visualize it, I put
assessment at the forefront, I thought is so important it had to be visible. I made
the mistake of thinking that how I incorporated assessment could be done at a fixed
point in time. Fundamentally misunderstanding how formative assessment works.
This oversight was not long lasting thankfully but it is noticeable in the drafts of
the model.

4.3. Future work

The most obvious route to take from this project is to implement software that
could accompany the method. Another avenue to look into would be to get people
to experiment with applying the method, using action research. They could use the
data from that to continue working on the method and improving it.
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4.3.1. Accompanying Software

I have the background to do that and I’d be interested creating some minimum viable
product for my own use within the classroom, and apply it in my own teaching. The
software could potentially become a commercial product. Mostly it would allow the
teacher to hold all the meetings with a large class of students, since in a software
development project the meetings are usually just with about five people and the
framework around them therefore much more manageable.

Some things mentioned previously seem impossible, like having a meaningful con-
versation with 20+ people at once to see where they are and what they plan on
doing. It would be preferable to have software accompanying this work to help.
What this section entails is formulations on theoretical software that would make
some of the seemingly harder parts of the method not just plausible but desirable.
The development could be integrated into tools already familiar to both teacher and
student (e.g. Inna) or it could be new software, hence why it is only described and
not implemented.

There are five scenarios in this application: there is backlog maintenance, sprint
kickoff, stand-up, retrospective, and the visual board.

The backlog maintenance. The backlog consists of educational items, that cannot
be broken down further. Before each semester the teachers will, with the help of
the cross functional teacher team, create a backlog for the course, or reevaluate an
existing one. The outcome of this work will be a prioritized list of items that will
be used for the sprint kickoffs during the semester.

The sprint kickoff. At the start of each sprint the teacher defines the scope for that
sprint. It consists of a few backlog items that have already been informally evaluated
and the cost of the chosen items shouldn’t exceed the sprints allowance (by a small
margin only). The students will then vote on how they’d like to distribute the
sprint’s time on those items. They could vote before coming to class at the start
of the sprint so no time is wasted for planning during class/teaching. The teacher
then has what they need to structure lesson plans for the rest of the sprint.

The standup. Before each class the teacher poses a number of questions, three being
the usual agile methods’ way. The questions can be of a wide variety, not any one
type. The students can answer the questions, before the class starts to save time or
at the start of the class. This whole process should not take more than five minutes
each time. The important part is that the system gives an understandable statistic
from the answers provided that the teacher can use to tailor the days’ lesson plan.

The retrospective. At the end of each sprint the teacher can pose questions for the
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students to think over, or just work with the feedback the students give. By posing
questions a narrative is built, and there is a strong incentive to maintain positive
communications. Students can anonymously give feedback to anything relevant to
the sprint, what they thought was good or might be better. This might be a lot of
text, and to decipher any trend a text analysis would be optimal over that of the
teacher meticulously going over each response.

The visual board. Each student, or student team, has their own visual board,
distinct from others’. There, each item, from the scope of the sprint is shown as
tickets in a series of columns, that range from to-do, doing, done. The students can
move the tickets along the columns and add their own tickets. The teacher can view
their students boards and they can add to all the boards’ to-do column. This is
done at the sprint kickoff.

Regarding possible foundations for building this software, there is a very popular
product that deals with vision boards called Trello. There are a number of applica-
tions available that deal with conference calls, meetings and messages (Samepage,
Blizz & Convene), and a very popular backlog and sprint setup software is Jira. I
have yet to determine whether any one product is available that would fit , and I
think it is unlikely. More unlikely however is an educational organization that is
likely to pay for all of the licenses on all the different tools needed to patch together
the basic requirements. Therefore software specific for this method’s requirements
might be a worthwhile project to create.

4.4. Structure of the Handbook

The two disciplines, agile development methods and social constructivism, were com-
bined to create a practical method to encourage student participation in accordance
with the Icelandic national curriculum, found in its entirety in appendix B and in
Skemman. The product is called An agile approach to teaching and learning - A
handbook for teachers to encourage student participation in secondary schools. It is
accessible for anyone familiar with educational lexicon.

The handbook is structured similar to this thesis. It starts out with an introduction
to the project and overview of the writing, it then introduces agile methodology to
the reader. In the next section agile methods are then translated into an educational
context. The main section of the handbook is the fourth one, in which the way to
design and teach a course according to the agile educational method is presented and
explained. At the end there is a section with references to help with implementation.
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A. The Interviews

A. The Interviews

Interview
questions

Teacher A’s answers,
partially paraphrased for simplicity and readability

What do you teach? Social studies and business studies, three different courses in business related
subjects in the second year

How many people
were involved with
designing the courses
you teach?

No one else, some of the courses are taught in other study fields and I have to
coordinate with the teacher’s of those courses.

How much input
would you say your
students have on the
syllabus?
Or influence?

They have a lot of influence. In this new system we have here, I make the
syllabus from the old ones and the students don’t have any say or input when
I make them but they have a lot of indirect influence. I have never thought of
this before like this. But when you have a project based learning you have to
make sure that the students can handle the projects or want to participate. So
a lot of indirect influence.

What happens if you
do not finish the
syllabus before the
term ends?
What do you do
if you foresee this
scenario?
Especially in the case
where courses are
precursors for other
courses.

Nothing. No effect. There is no supervision of this. The teacher is completely
responsible, and has considerable freedom and I feel like the old system made
teacher’s cram in tests but in this new system there are no final exams. But this
is not a problem for me, I’m rather ahead if anything right now. I don’t have
that problem [of precursors] but it has happened that I have gotten a student
that hadn’t finished the precursor before coming to my class. That’s just not
allowed.

What is your pre-
ferred teaching
method

Lectures, it’s unavoidable. But after 15-20 minutes they get boring, so a longer
lecture than that is ridiculous. The students lose focus and interest. So what do
I do? Switch up and use more of project based learning and then try somehow
to motivate them. Use stories in stead of slides but have them correspond the
material. So I use lectures and then have them do projects. Motivating good
students is easier, and this way I quickly get a feel for what they heard from
the lecture. [in an answer to another question] I try to have the lectures more
like a chat.

How much feedback
do you get from your
students on your
teaching methods
while the course is
going on?

The only feedback is to get a feel for the mood of the class but there is no formal
evaluation.

What assessment
method do you
preferably use?

This school uses project driven assessment, and I use three knowledge tests that
I feel are a very good test, these traditional test. I make them complete 2 out
of 3 test, there are no make up exams. Test can make up at most 30-40% of the
syllabus, the other part is projects and mostly presentations. I try to have the
projects lively and diverse, and best when they teach me something. I do not
want to use a formal evaluation on how actively they participate, like deducting
points for being on the phone. But I do try to discourage plagiarism, which is
not needed if the students are motivated.

Do students have any
say in what assess-
ment methods are
used?
Can they choose be-
tween some options?

Maybe a little but not much, I’d say. They sometimes ask to do something
differently, if something has come up because they’ve been sick for a long time.
But I do not allow any change, I have this syllabus and think it’s best to teach
this way, this might sound arrogant but I have these constraints of how the
projects flow. Other teachers are trying all sorts of stuff. If they can’t handle
the assignments I let them skip them, that has happened, so they indirectly
influence the assessment,

Table A.1: The interview with teacher A
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Interview
questions

Teacher B’s answers,
partially paraphrased for simplicity and readability

What do you teach? Mainly history, but also philosophy, finance literacy and journalism, hired as a
history teacher

How many people
were involved with
designing the courses
you teach?

From up to four people, for the history courses that are taught every year.
Reworked every four years but revised every semester. And also just me, and
there is no rules from the school about this except if two or more teachers are
teaching the same course it’s assumed they make one syllabus. Which might
have to change due to unforeseen circumstances, like a flood in the school. The
teachers who cooperate on creating the syllabus are all experts on the subject
at hand.

How much input
would you say your
students have on the
syllabus?

Negligible or even none at all. Except for inviting a conversation about the
assessment or giving a choice between defined assessment criteria. When given
the choice students prefer continuous assessment over final exams, I prefer to
not give this choice because of the pressure it puts on students to pass the
continuous assessment so as to not lag behind others.

What happens if you
do not finish the syl-
labus before the term
ends?
The syllabus seems
quite flexible, what
exactly is the flexibil-
ity?

Usually you see this with a two or three week advance, and it has happened.
Then there are two possibilities; Take something out of the lesson plan or speed-
ily go over the rest of the lesson plan and ask the students to go over the material
on their own. Usually these are combined in some way. If some course has been
taught the same way for 4-5 semester it’s been streamlined, and they are usully
revised after 12 semesters. The flexibility is in the option of adding or removing
material to the syllabus. What is the deciding factor is how many times the
course has been taught, if it’s new there needs to be room for more flexibility.
Due dates for assignments might be flexible on an individual basis based on ne-
gotiation between that student and the teacher, or the whole class if the there
is perhaps a ski trip.

What is your pre-
ferred teaching
method

Lectures with conversations, where I prepare my material (half a page usu-
ally) and call for responses. Sometimes this works well and students ponder on
problems I present, this is without a doubt my favorite method.

How much feedback
do you get from your
students on your
teaching methods?

At the end of semester there is a formal survey, but there is an informal way
as well. The main office allows students to come and talk about issues they
have, that might be about teacher. From that the main office gets data on
the teaching methods of teachers, these could either be anonymous or not. For
example there where students who complained about multiple teachers in the
social studies department about feminist indoctrination. These complaints re-
sulted in a meeting with all the teachers in the department that lead to some
response. So things like these happen, I don’t know the frequency, the main
office talks to the teacher and they work out what the issue is and a result is
gotten. Other teachers don’t hear anything about it, only regarding themselves.

What assessment
methods do you
preferably use?

The general rule of thumb here is that final exams should not exceed 30-40%,
this is not official. The other part is what happens in class, and what is evaluated
is diverse, so that there is something for everyone because students have varying
strengths. 3-7% usully 5 is reserved for an effort grade.

Do students have
any say in what
assessment methods
are used?
What about the
project’s or essay’s
topics?

Nearly nothing, but it is not unheard of that the students get a choice between
continuous assessment and final exams. We are supposed to meet the students
in the first class with the syllabus ready and the assessment as well. I have tried
giving them as many options as students but I prefer giving them a small set
of options, but if a student gives a compelling argument for some other topic I
usually allow it.

Table A.2: The interview with teacher B
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A. The Interviews

Interview
questions

Teacher C’s answers,
partially paraphrased for simplicity and readability

What do you teach? Vocational training in the arts department, teaching layout, and have also
taught marketing, and multimedia

How many people
were involved with
designing the courses
you teach?

We go by the national curriculum for the arts departments and the courses I
teach were made by the teachers at this school, but I had to make significant
changes to the syllabus and I have a lot of flexibility in conversation with my
superiors. Teachers in the same department work together if they have a large
group of students taking the same subject. But I have also gone into other
departments and have been handed a syllabus to work with.

How much input
would you say your
students have on the
syllabus?

That depends on the subject, I teach layout where I am the expert and they do
not get any input because they are using software that they cannot use at home.
Then I’m teaching a subject where there are three classes and three teachers,
the syllabus is divided into four segments and we want the students input. We
are experimenting with this. We decide two weeks ahead, in conversation with
the students, what the assignments look like

What happens if you
do not finish the syl-
labus before the term
ends?

I don’t know if this ever happens with my courses, because this course I have
designed is structured so that they don’t have to hurry and are just working
on projects. My criteria is that they are continuously working, and I don’t
have deadlines, so I don’t think this happens. You might have to lower some
standards if the assignments seem to heavy, and you see this with 2-3 week
advance. Even though there are set deadlines, there is considerable flexibility.

What is your pre-
ferred teaching
method

Individual teaching in the vocational training, it is the most effective. I also
use lectures on certain topics. With the first years I use group work and peer
collaboration. I use group work to discipline them softly, because here we have
a lot of students who aren’t sure what they want to do.

How much feedback
do you get from your
students on your
teaching methods?

Criticism is constant and questions. And the students also go to the head of
the department with their complaints. Sometimes we have strong professional
reasons for what we do and dismiss the criticism on that basis and other times
we have to back down and then one tries to do that softly.

What assessment
method do you
preferably use?

Half of the projects is creating proof sheet, and they get a 100% for doing the
work, then they hand it in for feedback and once they have worked in all the
feedback they get a 100%, this is continuous assessment. They also get practice
grade, which is very close to being an attendance grade. The rubric is become
where set in stone with me and the students know this.

Do students have any
say in what assess-
ment methods are
used?

The students in these art courses are working first in on ideas for their projects.
We get to follow their work and they seek us out. This is mainly graphic design
that I’m talking about. We go for project driven collaboration.

Table A.3: The interview with teacher C
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1 Introduction
This project attempts to improve teaching by combining it with practices from
software engineering. Student participation and collaboration are major themes
in this handbook and that’s what sets the method apart from other traditional
methods of teaching. By involving the students in how the learning takes place
and encouraging them to participate in a community of learning the aim is to
empower them, make them aware of their own efforts and capabilities.

This handbook describes a method for the teacher. It is a product of a mas-
ters program at the University of Iceland. The program is called "The education
of secondary school teachers" and is an interdisciplinary degree combining ed-
ucational science and computer science. Argumentation and further discussion
can be found in the accompanying thesis along with citations and references.
The handbook is divided into five chapters: chapter 1 an introduction, chapter
2 a summary of agile methodology in a software engineering context, chapter 3
why agile methodology may be used in an educational setting, chapter 4 the de-
scription of the agile educational method, and chapter 5 resources. The second
chapter an introduction to what agility means in a software engineering con-
text. An overview of agile processes is given with pertinent explanations of key
concepts, those key concepts will then be superimposed on education with the
method. The third chapter’s focus is what agility means in an educational con-
text and how a software engineering methodology might enrich teaching. The
fourth chapter then, constituting the main focus or backbone of this handbook,
describes the method and how it should be applied, what it takes to create a
course with team work, and how to value student input on course development.
Further reading and resources are listed and laid out in chapter five.

There are many ways to combine computer science with teaching, such as
creating educational software, but the agile methodology is of particular inter-
est to the author. Major influences on the computer science side comes from
working in software development under agile principles, and teaching courses in
software development where students chose to adhere to agile practices. Major
influences on the teaching side include social constructivism and the approach
that students come with their preconceived notions, thoughts and ideas into
the classroom, and that there is a need for conversation to make sure that the
student has learned what was intended.

This handbook is meant for teachers who want to incorporate student feed-
back in the lesson plan and assessment. For teachers who want to engage stu-
dents in a novel way and give them an active role in their education. The aim is
to help teachers create an atmosphere of learning, and effectively assess progress
by utilizing a method that values the input of students.

Key features are continuous communication, responsiveness and collabora-
tion.
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2 What is the Agile Methodology?
At its core agile methods are about creating software through teamwork in an
iterative process, where the customer, and communication with the customer,
is at the center. See figure 1 to get a better feel to the iterative nature of
agile methodology. At first the requirements, the expectations of the system in
concrete terms, are mapped out, and broken down. These requirements are then
taken into consideration and implemented in a logical order as deemed desirable
or necessary. Implementation means planning, designing, building, testing and
reviewing it before launching it. After launch it might be apparent (or before)
that a particular requirement that was to be implemented is not met. So it is
taken into the next iteration of planning to launching.

Organizations that develop software in this manner usually have overall man-
agement in accordance with agile practices, utilizing defined roles. When devel-
oping software it is imperative to have software developers, and those are at the
center of agile practices. By focusing on the development team and maintaining
a continuous conversation with the customer agile practices attempt to make
the people who are creating value a focal point. This focus, and the fact that
adaptability and responsiveness are key features, sets agile methodologies apart
from other software development practices.

The different roles and actors differ between versions of agile methods and the
main focus in this introduction will be on the development team, the product
owner and the customer, and omit other roles of significance in some agile
methods, such as the role of an agile coach or Scrum master. That is not to say
that they are redundant in other situations or contexts. There are other roles,
but for the sake of simplicity and relevance the following three the team, the
product owner & the customer will be at the center of our agile approach to the
planning, designing, building, testing, and reviewing of teaching and learning.
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Figure 1: The usual workflow of agile software development is to always work in
increments, iteratively. The different roles play different parts in each step of the
process. Planning is where the customers wishes are prioritized and the product
owner sets the focus. In the design, build and test steps work on the project is
in the hands of the developers under the guidance of the product owner, and at
the end the result is reviewed before being launched. It depends on the level of
involvement of the customer where their feedback comes in, usually at launch
of the product so their priorities and input is then the substance for the next
planning phase 1.

The developer-team self-organizes and delegates work according to capabil-
ity. The work is divided into blocks, usually called sprints, and a sustainable
pace is set to create what is asked for, no more or less. The person organizing
these sprints is the product owner. They choose what functionality goes into
each sprint and what its focus is. They have the pivotal role of overseeing the
developmental process, and by working closely with the development team they
are more likely to adhere to democratic ways. This role is an involved one and
vital when transferring the agile methodology to education. The teams reflect
on their work, both to improve the work done and also themselves and the team-
work. This reflection leads to reiterating, refactoring or continuing the software.
It also leads to personal growth, because the wellbeing of developers is crucial,
as will be explained in more detail later on, as we introduce the manifesto of
agile development (see principles 5, 8, 11, and 12 in figure 2).

The customers are the key stakeholders, being the people for whom the soft-
ware is being created. They might not know the details of what they want right
at the start, they might have only a vague sense or a rough idea. By developing
the software incrementally and getting input from the customer throughout the
process a clearer picture of the vision presents itself. By being informed and
made aware of that the process allows for a change of plans or requirements the
customer is empowered.

1Image credit http://newproductvisions.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/agile.jpg
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The different roles in an software engineering setting:

• The development team consists of the essential people who are creating
the software. The team is self-organizing such that each person gets work
suitable for their pace and skillset. Some agile flavors require a customer
representative be on the team.

• The product owner is a person responsible for the product. They decide
what the focus of the sprint should be, maintain the backlog and choose
which items from the backlog go into the sprint.

• The customer is the reason the work is being done. According to agile
philosophy, their voice is the most important one and continuous con-
versations need to be maintained in order to satisfy their needs. The
conversation here is about getting information¸ about requirements and
priorities from the customer.

Agile is a name given to a group of different software development methods
that all align with the agile manifesto as it was written in 2001 by 17 software
practitioners, see figure 2. The four propositions of the manifesto might seem
simple or even a tautology at first but it turns out that there are many different
ways to interpret them. The 12 principles listed in the manifesto go into detail
on how the propositions should be implemented. When looking further into how
agile methods are implemented many different flavors emerge. What differen-
tiates these flavors (for example Scrum and Crystal) is how they interpret the
manifesto and principles, and roles also differ between them. Our focus here is
however on the broadest interpretation of agile and not any one implementation
in particular.

Here are some examples and explanations of some of the key concepts or
terms in agile methodology and what they might constitute in an educational
context.

• A story is a definition of what needs to be done. The description is
from the student’s point of view e.g. Learn concept X or Understand the
significance of Y. In this method stories will be called items, and they
represent, in the simplest terms, what the teacher will teach (tasks of
learning or instruction). They cannot be broken down any further and
are evaluated at some "cost", which is the story’s estimated effort, in e.g.
story points or work hours. The cost is decided in a planning meeting.

• The backlog is a list of stories that are yet to be completed. The backlog
is a sorted, prioritized collection of stories.

• A milestone is a major progress point, which signifies an end of a certain
context.

• A sprint is a block of time devoted to a certain context and in software
development those last from 1 to 4 weeks, in this method 2-4 weeks is
encouraged. There is a rhythm to a sprint. It starts out with a planning
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meeting, daily stand up meetings and ends with a retrospective meeting.
The development team members divide among themselves the work that
the product owner decided was to be completed this sprint.

• A visual board or a task board is a visual aid. It is a tool where the
current sprint’s tasks, for each team member, are visually represented in
columns. The tasks are moved along the columns e.g. To do - Doing -
Done. The reasoning is to get a visual feeling for all the work done by
each member.
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 Agile Manifesto 
 

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it.  
Through this work we have come to value: 

 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
Working software over comprehensive documentation 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
Responding to change over following a plan 

 
 

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more. 
 

 

12 Principles 
 

 

Our highest priority is to satisfy the 
customer through early and continuous 
delivery of valuable software. 
 
  

Working software is the primary 
measure of progress. 

 

Welcome changing requirements, even 
late in development. Agile processes 
harness change for the customer's 
competitive advantage. 

  

Agile processes promote sustainable 
development. The sponsors, developers, 
and users should be able to maintain a 
constant pace indefinitely. 
 

 

Deliver working software frequently, 
from a couple of weeks to a couple of 
months, with a preference to the shorter 
timescale. 
  

Continuous attention to technical 
excellence and good design enhances 
agility. 

 

Business people and developers must 
work together daily throughout the 
project. 
 
  

Simplicity--the art of maximizing the 
amount of work not done--is essential. 

 

Build projects around motivated 
individuals. Give them the environment 
and support they need, and trust them 
to get the job done. 
  

The best architectures, requirements, 
and designs emerge from self-organizing 
teams. 

 

The most efficient and effective method 
of conveying information to and within a 
development team is face-to-face 
conversation. 
  

At regular intervals, the team reflects on 
how to become more effective, then 
tunes and adjusts its behavior 
accordingly. 

 
 

         

 

Manifesto Authors 

 
Kent Beck 

Mike Beedle 

Arie van Bennekum 

Alistair Cockburn 

Ward Cunningham 

Martin Fowler 

Robert C. Martin 

Steve Mellor 

Dave Thomas 

James Grenning 

Jim Highsmith 

Andrew Hunt 

Ron Jeffries 

Jon Kern 

Brian Marick 

Ken Schwaber 

Jeff Sutherland 

© 2001, the Agile Manifesto authors 

This declaration may be freely copied in any form, but only in its entirety through this notice. 

 

Figure 2: The agile manifesto as it was written in 2001 and the twelve princi-
ples. These are the agile guidelines referred to in this handbook 2.

2Image credit: Agile Alliance
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3 Why Agile for Educators?
The reason to try to combine agile with teaching is to bring into the field of
education some valuable experiences and expertise made in the field of software
development, to make teachers more responsive to the needs of their students,
to create a method that lets students know that their voices are being heard,
and make the process of teaching and learning more dynamic. This agile edu-
cational method looks to a philosophy that is based on the agile manifesto, it
looks to the structure of roles of the stakeholders involved in agile methodology,
and the benefits of software development structure around communications and
processes. The real reason to get familiar with any new teaching method is to
benefit the student. Here are some of the reasons this method should benefit
them and the teacher.

• A number of resources cited in the thesis, based on research in educa-
tion, sleep and other fields, show a correlation between preferable study
outcomes, health benefits to the student, and good student participation,
with assessments that this method looks to.

• This method encourages teachers to aim for context-based learning. By
getting teachers of different subjects to work together (for interdisciplinary
and context based approaches) on course design and synchronizing their
schedules.

• A flexible schedule divided into independent units. This is not a new
concept to most, but these units come with more structure than just time
division.

• It gets students invested in their own success by making their collaboration
important. Social constructivist writing talks about the need to cultivate
metacognitive skills, and by getting students involved in the planning and
implementation of the course they are taking, those will be enhanced.

The hope is that this method helps to maintain a meaningful conversation
and give support to teachers who want to be more responsive, taking student
input more into account.

In figure 2 the manifesto and principles are laid out from the software en-
gineering perspective. The following propositions and principles are an "edu-
cational agile manifesto" or this method’s philosophy for teaching and learning
contexts. Notice how some are unchanged from the original document. The
reasoning is that some of them are general enough to be already applicable to
teaching and learning. A more detailed look at each one and their argumenta-
tion can be found in the accompanying thesis.
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The Agile Teaching Manifesto

1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

2. Meaningful work over rote learning

3. Student collaboration over authoritative ways

4. Responding to change over following a plan

The Agile Teaching Principles

1. Highest priority is for the student to gain mastery through engagement in
class

2. Be ready for change, even late in the course. The agile method is respon-
sive so that the student’s benefit is always at the forefront

3. Assess student mastery frequently with a preference to a short timescale

4. Teachers must work together with other people frequently throughout the
course

5. Build an environment that supports students in their efforts and trust
them to work to get the job done

6. The most effective way of getting information across is with face-to-face
conversation

7. Primary measure of progress is the students’ ability to apply knowledge

8. The method promotes that a sustainable pace be set for the course

9. Continuous attention to professional excellence enhances agility

10. Simplicity is essential

11. The best projects come from self organizing teams

12. At regular intervals the students and teacher reflect on how to become
more effective.

These are the principles and manifesto of agile as this method attempts to
translate or localize them into the context of teaching and learning. The next
chapter goes into detail on implementation.
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4 The Agile Educational Method
An visual representation of the method is shown in figure 3, and each element
will be described in detail in this chapter.

4.1 Roles
In chapter 2 the different roles of agile are presented as they appear in software
development. To fit them into teaching some rework is due. Namely that of
defining what roles fit the teacher and the students.

• The teacher is the product owner. They decide what items from the
backlog are added to the sprint. This is equivalent to organizing blocks of
the syllabus as the course progresses. They are responsible for the direc-
tion the class takes and at the end of each sprint evaluate its results. The
teacher should also be on a team of peers when designing the course. That
team work is tailored more to traditional course design theory than agile
methodology and therefore the teacher team is therefore not equivalent to
a team of developers However, an extension of this handbook might be an
implementation of an agile framework for teacher-teamwork. See table 1.

• The students are both the customer and the (developer) team. This
might seem contradictory but these different roles are applied at separate
junctions in the method. On one hand it is the student who is asking for
the product (their education) but they also master the subject through
work. That is why the students have both roles. The customer role is tied
with maintaining the conversation about priorities and expectations with
the teacher. The developer role is tied with doing the course work and
delivering projects. See table 2.

Teacher as the product
owner

Chooses items from backlog to
add to the sprint and main-
tains the backlog

Holds all the required meet-
ings with students

Teacher as a member of a
teacher team

Designs the course

Evaluates the course

Table 1: The different roles, and added responsibility, the teacher takes on in
this method.
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Student as a customer

Maintains a conversation that
helps enhance the learning ex-
perience

Reviews the sprint to align
priorities

Student as a developer

Participates in sprint plan-
ning and work

Delivers projects on time

Table 2: The responisibilites of the student as a customer and as a developer.

Sprint
review

Sprint
work

Sprint
planning

Designing
the course

Reevaluation
after the course

Teacher as a
part of a team

Teacher as
the product owner

2-4 week cycle

Students as developers

Students as customers

Figure 3: The visualization of the agile educational method for teachers
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4.2 Course Design
A key element in this method is that the design and structure of the course
itself is in the hands of the teacher. That teachers aren’t handed a course that
they try to apply agile methods on with patchwork. What is suggested here is
a structured way of designing a course to get benefits from a successful software
engineering methodology combined with an educational theory that revolves
around conversations with students.

In Icelandic secondary schools, course design is usually in the hands of the
teacher or a group of teachers that are covering the same material. Working
in teams to design courses is familiar to teachers, who mostly work with other
teachers from the same domain. The method presented here, however, recom-
mends a somewhat different approach, a more interdisciplinary and context-
based cooperation or collaboration.. What this method proposes is that there is
a self organizing team working on the design and each member plays an impor-
tant role based on their expertise and insights. A teacher might be on a number
of such teams, working towards designing their own course or helping to de-
sign other courses they may or may not be participating in via interdisciplinary
work. The motivation for this participation is to to maintain the teachers’ own
professionalism and to benefit the student with a more context rich education.

The course design is done in team meetings before the course begins, where
a facilitator leads the way.

Roles on teacher teams:

• Facilitator is a person that serves the role of team leader, has a background
in teaching (other than the subject at hand) and preferably course design
work. Since this person doesn’t have the background in the field they may
ask questions that would otherwise not come up and can bring to light
items that might have been overlooked. This role could sometimes seen
as the voice for students (if no former students are on the team) because
they don’t have expertise in the subject and bring up things that a student
could get confused over. This is the person that keeps people on point, on
track and goal oriented.

• Educators; people with background in education theory that have intimate
knowledge on how to go from theory to practice.

– Domain specific: The educators with expertise on the subject to be
taught, the teachers who will teach the course. These are the people
who have the most to say on which instructional items to add to the
backlog and how to informally evaluate them.

– Interdisciplinary: Teachers of other subjects who are there to work
out schedules to fit their own courses for context based learning.
These are the people who find items from the backlog they can work
with so that context can be established between subjects.

• Support staff; a person from the office of the institution that knows details
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about practical matters, budget and other constraints or opportunities.
This is the person who knows about all things logistic.

• A novice; a former student of a class of this type. They would voice
concerns that teachers and staff maybe hadn’t thought of. This role is not
vital but could yield valuable data nonetheless if included.

The outcome of this work should be a course that fits this method with the
following being clear:

• A syllabus ordered into sprints and milestones. The sprints cover the time
of the course, their duration may vary depending on context and need, but
within the limit of 2-4 weeks each. It could help to name the sprints but
they can also just be assigned numbers. The sprint schedule should be able
to accommodate enough of the items from the backlog, for the educational
purpose of the course to be met. If multiple sprints share a project grade
or exam grade a milestone should be included. The milestone signifies a
certain context and it’s use is to highlight how sprints are connected (see
chapter 4.2.2). This initial planning is done to estimate how much can fit
in each sprint, but the sprints are empty until sprint planning starts.

• Accompanying this sprint schedule is a backlog of educational items that
have been broken down into understandable terms. Any item that is not
clear needs to be either made understandable or broken down further. The
items are then informally given a cost (time, effort, etc.). If an item’s cost
exceeds any one sprint it should be broken down further. The total cost
of the backlog is evaluated by the team designing the course and the cost
should exceed the time available by a small margin to make sure there is
more material to cover if all goes better than expected. The items then
need prioritizing and can be placed under milestones, the prioritization is
to give the teacher a clear way of discarding items if necessary.

• A list of resources that are available to the students, and cover the material
of the course, allowing the students to use materials that fit their needs.

• The type of assessment to be used and the grading scheme. Whether the
grading is tied to the individual student or a group, partly or for all the
course’s assessment.

• The way in which the teacher plans on holding all the required meetings
with students. A rough draft for preparations needed for each meeting,
which will be introduced later.

The course then meets the requirements of this method. When the course
is over the method requires it to be reevaluated and improved with each new
installment. This will not be news to teachers, who are continually improving
their courses.
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4.2.1 The Syllabus.

Informal evaluation of the backlog is important for flexibility. The teacher team
estimates what cost the students are going to spend on each item when designing
the course. So to kick off the course the teacher should give the students some
room for adjustment by only planning for 80-85% of each sprint’s time.

By giving the students this leeway, they are given extra time for what they
struggle with and not what the teacher team believes they might struggle with.
However if the students are not struggling with anything there is always the
possibility of inviting them to grapple with more advanced material.

To work in an agile way students must be able to give feedback that in-
fluences the course and how the lesson plans play out. This helps maintain a
knowledge-centered atmosphere where students are encouraged to participate on
their terms. Meaningful feedback is therefore not just a number or letter on an
assignment but a conversation on what can be done based on the project-work
and meetings.

This method proposes two ways of doing this on the syllabus level, although
they are not mutually exclusive and by no means the only solution.

• Assigning weights to the syllabus. To get a certain level of engagement
at the start of the course the teacher provides the syllabus with the break-
down of each item (or group of items) without the value assigned to it.
Coming up with that value is in the hand of each student or team of stu-
dents if the course is designed for team work. This way the students are
allowed, within some logical boundaries set by the teacher, use their own
strengths by assigning more weight to their forte or challenge themselves
by placing them inversely. The boundary would be so that the weights
couldn’t exclude some important educational requirement. The prioritized
backlog should determine which are the minimum weights for each item.

• Reiterate some part or parts. Give the students a chance to work on
items from a previous sprint. This could be allowed if a certain minimum
average result was not achieved on some item. Here it would help and be
important to already have a minimum threshold established (preferably
with input from the students).

In designing the course it is very important that the syllabus be divided into
sprints, a core element in agile implementations, with each sprint having its
own theme and concrete concepts to work with, not overlapping other sprints
except to build upon previous ones. A sprint looks familiar to most teachers
who organize their syllabus into blocks. The first few sprints are to find out the
velocity of the students, and to find a good working pace, getting used to the
method’s need for meetings and so on. By dividing time in such a way a valuable
time-frame is created, in which meaningful work can take place and adequate
reflection upon that work can be done. This is to satisfy the eighth principle:
„The method promotes a sustainable pace be set for the course”. The sprint
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length is decided when the course is designed. The sprints in this method are
preferably between a minimum of two weeks and a maximum of four weeks. In
software development the teams are usually working full time on their project,
in the educational setting it is only a few hours a week and that needs to be
taken into account. With one week there are at not that many hours with
the students and with the overhead of meetings and conversations there is not
enough time to get any teaching done. If the sprint is longer than four weeks
the feedback from both students and the teachers might not be precise enough
and might not seem to matter that much. For instance the typical semester in
an Icelandic secondary school is 18 weeks, so with sprints of five weeks there
would only be three full sprints. Different context might might require different
sprint lengths, but they should all be within the two to four week limit.

4.2.2 Assessment

Assessment might be the most important part of this method. Students’ progres-
sion is important and successfully assessing their achievements is instrumental,
as principle seven demonstrates: „Primary measure of progress is the students’
ability to apply knowledge”. Formative assessment is highly encouraged, be-
cause that is rooted in continuous conversation about the success, performance,
and goals of the student. Formative assessment fits well with organizing the
syllabus into sprints, with each sprint having its own focus. It fits well with
the third principle: „Assess student mastery frequently with a preference to a
short timescale”. A final exam is strongly discouraged for a number of reasons,
and an exam is only encouraged if it applies to the current sprint or the sprints
under one milestone, to make sure students work steadily and in a sustainable
manner. Frequent assessments with lower stakes are beneficial to the students’
sleep, health, and memory. Research has shown that continuous assessment has
a positive impact on academic outcomes as well as student satisfaction. High
stakes make students more prone to sleep deprivation which negatively impacts
health and memory. The method of assessing should be fair, transparent, and
lead to a conversation on future work. A final exam isn’t inherently unfair but
the feedback given to the student is a single grade and not as a continuous
conversation about their own interests and potential in the subject.

When working with the students on attaining knowledge there is always
a need to make sure that mastery of the subject is at hand. There are two
primary ways in which to ensure this. First there is the definition of mastery.
The students should, at the beginning of the course and of each sprint, know
what is expected of them, so that they are working in a organized way toward the
same goal as the teacher. By using formative assessment goal-setting is done
in cooperation with the students. Secondly there is the need to keep things
simple and relevant. By defining mastery for one item at a time the students
can get a better grasp of what is asked of them. By only looking at the current
item’s criteria for success the students can get a better sense for setting their
own metric for achievement.

Before the end of a sprint, the sprint’s workload should be completed for
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assessment. Regardless of whether it was a project, exam, portfolio or other
way. This is to make room for the retrospective. If the students are satisfied
with their work they’ll want to continue, if not they might want to repeat some
parts. It is possible to push items from the current sprint into the following
sprint, and therefore make it a part of the latter’s assessment. Pushing work
into the following sprint and assessing it again is a way of showing the student
their success, input and participation is important. This however might make
the next sprint more costly or risk cascading work until the end of semester.
The flexibility in time planning should handle that possibility. To answer the
different needs of students, fluid sprints might be needed (looked at in chapter
4.2.4), to push parts of the previous sprint on an individual or team basis into
the next sprints assessment.

Assessing teams is a different challenge because the process needs to be fair
both for each member and for the whole team. Here are some ideas on how to
evaluate the work done by teams:

• The individual’s grade is the mean of the grades of everyone in the team.
This creates the incentive to help out members who are struggling instead
of treading on and leaving them behind.

• Each student gets a vote at the end the course to evaluate the other team
members’ contributions as below average, average or above average. That
will then be represented in lowering or increasing the weight of a team’s
project grade compared to an individual exam grade (or another grade
if there is no exam e.g. having an individual part of the group project).
This creates the incentive of making sure the student’s contribution is
proportional to their effort on the project and if it was lax then they’ll
need to make up for it somehow.

• Students get bonus points to award at the end of the course, where the
student who receives the highest number of points gets a grade increase
by some amount or percentage of points, while the person with the lowest
number of bonus points gets no change to their grade. This will create
a greater incentive to outperform the other team members than the vote
described in the previous point because it is a more tangible way to affect
the grade.

4.2.3 Interdisciplinary Sprints

One of the three major focuses in social constructivist writing cited in the thesis
accompaning this handbook is to give a context-rich experience.

With an agile approach teachers can work with one another to integrate
lesson plans of different subjects, to create context based learning experience
for the students. This is much like the agile idea of cross-functional teamwork,
where people with different skills and experience work together. This way one
sprint would have a particular context to base it in, and the next sprint could
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have a different context. Interdisciplinary education has gotten some traction
recently and there are signs that it gives students an advantage.

The cross-functional teamwork of teachers is valuable because it benefits the
students by making their education more immersed with other subjects.

4.2.4 Fluid sprint work

When the sprint is over and it’s clear that a certain section of the students would
greatly benefit from looking back but another from continuing it could be best
to let each team or individual participate in their sprint of choice. This will
only work with student teams, accompanying software or non linear learning,
and a major shift in school policy. None the less it’s an important point to
make. This would mean that mastery of a subject happens at a pace fitting
the learner, but not necessarily the school system. To assess mastery at a pace
fitting the student the work done would supersede the semester and the course
would be fluid. That’s where major shift in policy comes into account. This
has already been implemented in Fjölbraut við Ármúla where students can take
a math introduction course, the material is divided into blocks and after each
block there’s a test. If the student gets a high enough grade they can start the
next block. The course ends when the student finishes all the blocks.

Using fluid sprints, each team or individual would get a unique sprint with
items chosen from the backlog for them specifically. The students would then
each get tailored sprints. However the sprint schedules would only be fixed time-
frames and not have predetermined themes and contexts. As already stated, this
way would require major policy change since the time for assessing mastery of
the course’s requirements is not fixed.

4.2.5 Teaching Materials

An important part of learning is the materials used. Choosing materials in
conversation with the students and being able to update them as needed is a
very agile approach to teaching. Materials can be anything from test-papers to
software. Of course it’s important that the teacher is familiar with the material
at hand but expertise on the subject should equip the teacher to use fairly new
materials at the suggestion of the students. The teacher should get acquainted
with a number of materials and give out a list of resources so students can find
a suitable fit for themselves.

This is why the fourth principle is so important: „Teachers must work to-
gether with other people frequently throughout the course” There is no need for
each teacher to rediscover the wheel.

4.2.6 Teaching Method

An agile teacher can change their teaching method if they see it’s not working
and in conversation with the students, engage them in a manner that better
suits their needs. This is in accordance with the first principle: „Highest pri-
ority is for the student to gain mastery through engagement in class”. If the
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method they are using doesn’t work towards the fifth principle, it should be
altered: „Build an environment that supports students in their efforts and trust
them to work to get the job done” Given enough feedback the teacher will have
concrete ways in which to improve to better suit the needs of the students. This
might be something simple as „please raise your voice” or something that re-
quires more flexibility on the part of the teacher like „can I work alone?” Most
important here is to engage the students in conversation about their experience
and maintain the conversation for the remainder of the course.

Teaching methods that work alongside the course’s materials need to be
chosen. Some teaching methods offer more flexibility than others, these listed
are encouraged and reading materials on them is in the resource chapter (chapter
5):

• Effective group work

• Flip teaching

• Project based learning

• Problem based learning

• Team based learning

Student Teams. An integral part of agile is the development team, and
this method proposes using teams as a unit for students. The class should be
divided equally into teams of 4-5 people. Teams must be chosen either based
on an initial assessment test where students of varying ability and expertise are
chosen together (students with background that complement each other) or at
random. The team then chooses for itself the weights on the syllabus (if that
option is available) and works together on all projects for the remainder of the
course. To create an incentive for participation there are a number of ways of
assessing the team and its individuals. Some ideas for assessing teams may be
found in chapter 4.2.2

To get the students to work together on a project without a carrot of added
points for a final grade some arbitration is in order. That is the name of the
project-work itself, and it has to be a collaborative term (co-creation, co-design,
co-...) according to the people behind Effective group work.

Explaining to the teams in the beginning that teamwork is hard will hope-
fully get them to understand what’s in store. Team based learning with the
right setup however does not require incentivizing because the team becomes
self policing. See further reading on Effective group work and Team based
learning in chapter 5.

Even when the team approach is not chosen the pair-programming method
might fit, when two students with different skill sets work together on a single
workstation (a computer, or single paper to hand in). This is only for so called
blitz-projects and is not a good fit for an entire course. Some agile experts even
deter others from this approach, in the case of senior-junior pairings. The teams
should not include such wildly differing abilities if it can be avoided.
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4.3 Sprint Planning
The teacher decides the sprint’s scope, before it starts, by choosing what items
from the backlog to cover. This can be done for each team but for the remainder
of this sections it is assumed the whole class is in sync.

Items not finished from the previous sprint could bleed into the current sprint
or be discarded. The items taken into consideration must be doable in the time
frame allotted. If an item in question is larger than the time available it must
be broken into parts. When there are student teams there is an allowance to
take on more cost and allocate the work within the team, see also chapter 4.2.6.

Then the class goes over the items and plans how to fit them into the sprint
by deciding their effort in the planning meeting. There are a number of ways to
get the students to help in evaluating the cost of the items. Without software to
help out it might be too time consuming to do so accurately. A simple way would
be to have three types of difficulties - small, medium and large. The students
would then, with a majority vote of hand raising, choose what class describes
the time needed for the item. The teacher would subsequently translate those
types into time division for the items for the rest of the sprint. With software
it would be possible to ask each student to divide the sprint’s time on its items,
then average all the students answers to get a democratic result.

After the scope has been evaluated the goal setting comes in, where the
students set themselves goals and help shape how the formative assessment of
that sprint will look.

The element of sprint planning is focused on work that enhances metacog-
nition and deals with preconceived notions (how they view the items), which
touches upon two of three main focuses in social constructivist writing cited in
the thesis.

4.4 Sprint Work
The sprint work is referring to the part of the method that deals with actual edu-
cational content being covered by the teacher and students working on projects.

Here the so called daily meetings and class work take place. These meetings
are to satisfy the propositions of the manifesto; to place value on the interaction
of people, responding to change and make sure meaningful learning is taking
place. It also addresses principles two, five and nine. The daily stand-up is a
meeting that is held at the beginning of each lesson. The daily meeting is about
assessing what the student is doing right now and what they need help with.
Helpful here is to use a visual board for a placeholder for each student. The
meetings purpose is usually fulfilled with a series of simple questions:

1. What did I do towards the sprint’s goal?

2. What will I do toward the sprint’s goal?

3. What do I need help with in order to achieve the sprint’s goal?
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Questions should be hand picked for maximum relevancy. A general example
would be:

1. What concept/problem did I work with?

2. What will I do to continue my work?

3. What do I need help with?

By getting this information at the start of the class the day’s lesson should be
tailored to the needs of the students. To do this with a large group of students
the teacher would either have to use software tools or organize the class around
student teams that could then each have their own stand-up.

After the daily stand-up is finished the lesson continues according to the
chosen method, covering the items on the backlog. Here the aim is to maintain
a sustainable pace. Workload in each sprint should be equal to what the class is
capable of in a sustainable way, so that the cost of the sprint items is a number
that depends on the class in question. If this class is full of high achievers they
might handle a heavier workload, or more cost.

Items on the agenda for the sprint should always be visible. A helpful tool
with organizing items from the sprint are vision boards, see further in chapter
5.

4.5 Sprint Review
The feedback given in review by students, now in the role of customers, influ-
ences how the rest of the course plays out.

At the end of a sprint, after the assessment, there is the retrospective meet-
ing. No teaching takes place but instead the class reflects upon the work done
in the finished sprint. These meetings influence metacognition skills, create a
knowledge-centered atmosphere and cultivate conversation with the students,
all of which are vital in teaching according to social constructivism. The goal
is to make sure that the focus of the sprint resulted in benchmark mastery or
whether there is need to reiterate some subject matter, ensure the method and
material were fitting, and last but no least to make sure no one is being left
behind. The retrospective conversation about the assessment, previous work
and next steps is very important, and should give the student the impression
that their work matters and that the teacher is invested in their success. There
are many different ways structure this meeting and a valuable resource is to be
found in chapter 5.

Feedback from the retrospective is what the teacher uses to continue with the
course. Students are given a chance here to voice opinions on the progression of
the course. The teacher reconciles the feedback from students with the course’s
plan and is then able to choose items from the backlog to make the scope for
the next sprint.

Reviewing all the other feedback is important as well. It might not be
apparent on a daily basis but looking back at the stand up data, with the help
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of software, a trend might emerge. That trend would indicate, along with the
more substantial evidence from the retrospective, whether to continue or to
repeat some parts.

Feedback should be digitized or stored in such a way that after the course is
complete it may be used to reevaluate the course for future installments.
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5 Resources
This is an iterative method and using action research alongside it could stream-
line the process. Applying action research to the implementation is not only a
good way to gauge the method’s performance but is also very agile in and on
itself. For a teacher to also be a researcher, studying the effectiveness of their
work, is encouraged. Hafþór Guðjónsson has written extensively on the mat-
ter from the perspective of chemistry and science teaching in secondary schools
in Iceland, and from the view of the academia. As has significant work been
published from the works of the secondary school teachers at Menntaskólinn við
Sund available on the school’s website

The handbook of formative assessment, edited by Heidi L. Andrade and
Gregory J. Cizek, is a good read, particularly what Dylan Wiliam wrote, who
has been a prolific contributor to research on formative assessment.

A handy guide for how to conduct and organize meetings, what to do with
teams and how to empower people is at the Atlassian website

A list of resources for the mentioned teaching methods:
Jonathan Bergmann’s and Aaron Sams’ book Flip Your Classroom: Reach

Every Student in Every Class Every Day on flip teaching is available in its
entirety here, and it is short, informative and concise.

To get familiar with the the idea behind Effective groupwork the book Ef-
fective Groupwork, 2nd editon by Michael Preston-Shoot is a very good start.

Sigríður Helga Sigurðardóttir wrote a comprehensive masters thesis from
the School of Education from University of Iceland on project based learning.
In it she cites multiple sources on the benefits and usefulness of this method.
Available here

An accessible account of problem based learning is in John Barell’s Problem
based learning: an inquiry approach.

Team based learning has all its resources available online at teambasedlearn-
ing.org/ and I had the privilege to sit a very interesting seminar for this method.

A valuable insight into all the research that has been made on sleep and
it’s impact on life and health by Matthew Walker is in his book Why we sleep:
unlocking the power of sleep and dreams.

And last but not least the thesis accompanying this handbook, available at
skemman.is here
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